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Roaring Camp railroad rolls back 
to










Minority high school students tour SJSU 
Thursday,  April :`1.























 of the Wash-
ington
 Square Federal Credit
 Union will 
come to a temporary end. 
Today, the 
credit union  
situated 
in the University Club at 
Eighth
 and San 
Salvador streets  is scheduled to open. 
But neither Mike 
McLennan,  chair-
man of the credit union and
 Associated 
Students president
 elect. nor Nigel Mur-
tagh,
 president of the
 credit union, are 
looking





 at Monday's meet-
ing of the credit union
 board of directors 
that the 
University  Club will be a tempo-
rary home, 
rented
 on a month -to -month 
basis for
 a fee of S230. 
"It will help establish a credit union 
on campus,"
 McLennan said. "It will 
show 






 hope, as 
it has been 
since
 the National








October,  is to 
open
 














California  State 
University 
general  coun-








 business sers ices. 
SIcl.ennan  said 
McLennan said he became aware of 
this  information secondhand
 from Jean 
Lenart, an 
administrator  in the A.S. 
business office.
 Lenart said she spoke on 
April 8 to 
John Francis. chief of 
auxil-





ken to Hillyard about 
the WSFCU. 
A formal letter explaining why the 
credit union is not being allowed to open 
in the business office has not
 set been re 
Brad 
Mangin  Daily staff 
photographer
 
Disabled artist I.ea 
Ventura  admires her 
monoprint
 titled
















Daily staff writer 






up in the Art Quad 
displaying hearing devices tor the deaf, job opportu-
nity information and artwork by the disabled. 
The displays were set up to inform the disabled, 
as well as to educate the
 campus and community 
about the abilities of the disabled. said Donna Ellis, 
adviser to disabled students. 
Making a special appearance was Ronald Mc-
Donald, who handed out free soft drinks. 
"We 
came out
 to show our support for 
the 
dis-
abled," he said. 
"McDonald's has a McJob program for the 
handicapped 
They're































in San Jose 
Mayor  Tom 
McEnerysiti.c 






 ring and 
television  
programs








 Education Ikpartnient. 
Efthimos,




Steve McInerney. a representative from the 
ning  at Creativity
 Unlimited 









 Center, who 
are  schizoph-
renic,





 put on paper 
can tell you what
 they 
think or feel," 
she said. 
One woman, Lea Ventura. who was in a wheel-
chair,  explained why she likes painting. "It gives me 
a sense of independence and control. I can say I 
want  this color for the sky and that one for the 
sun. I feel good when I have sole control. she said 








A sonic alert is set 
up by  the baby's 
crib
 and 
when the infant 
begins  crying, a light flashes for
 the 
deaf  person to see, he 
said. The flashing 




doorbell  or the 
phone  
rings.  









them to type 
messages and 
call
 all over the 
world  























ceised. said SJSU President Gail Ful-
lerton Tuesday.
 
"We've only heard that John Hill 
yard has 
written  a letter listing options 
for the 
credit  union
 to open."  he said
 
Fullerton said the 
main reason is the 
credit union does 





states  that 
banking 
services







Nee  r, 








By Paige C. Berge! 
Daily staff writer 
Spartan City Families Association 
filed a class action suit against the CSU 
hoard of trustees and SJSU President 
Gail Fullerton Wednesday. 
Details of the suit were announced 
at a news conference Wednesday at 
Spartan City, where banners proclaiming 
"We won't 
move,"  and "Save family 
housing at SJSU." 
hung
 from a window. 
The association alleges the Trustees 
of the California State University and 
Fullerton have discriminated against stu-
dents with children,  minorities and sin-
gle mother students. 
The complaint also alleges: 
, Closing the last CSU "family 
student 
housing,
 denying students with 
families access to other suitable housing 
units, violates plaintiffs'
 rights under the 
equal protection clause of the California 
Constitution" and that this deprives 
the  
plaintiffs of their fundamental rights 
under this law . 
, Plaintiffs were denied
 their due 
process and equal 
protection rights 
when  
SJSI.! denied access to 
student housing to 
married 
students
 and students with chil-
dren on the 






 Spartan C'ity residents
 and students 
on
 
the waiting list base 
kept  all 
condi-
tions
 of the contract 
and claim SJSU has
 
broken their 







The CSL' rule of no children in 
housing facilities 
such
 as Spartan Vil-
lage, when the facility can reasonably 




 plaintiffs are seeking an injunc-
tion preventing SJSU from terminating 
the five-year lease 
they say was guar-
anteed to all Spartan City residents upon 
entrance into Spartan City 
between
 the 







By Victor Manuel Inzunza 
Daily staff 
writer  
Marcus Aiu resigned his 
post
 as 
chairman of Student Union Board of 
Di-




 Susan Chargin as his 
suc-
cessor. 
Aiu will remain on SUBOD as vice 
chair, switching duties with Chargin. 
The primary reason for his resigna-
tion from the 
SUBOD  was to allow him-
self more
 time to devote to studies,  he 
said. 
"I'm at the part of my life where 





that school is pretty
 important." 
An electrical engineering major,
 




also served as chairman of the 
Student Union
 Recreation and Events 
Center committee
 and he is involved in 
the national honor society. Tau Delta 
Phi, he said. Aiu is also the Associated 
See RESIGN.
 page 6 
Former
 A.S. 










Former  A.S. consultant Paul Son-
neman
 has donated SI MOO to the 
Student 
Union Board of Directors for the land-
scaping of Ninth Street near Student 
Union 
facilities.  
The money is the amount Sonne-
man was paid for his work representing 





the San Carlos Street closure last semes-
ter. 
"The money is seed money. it you 
will,  to let people like (President) Gail 
Fullerton, (Executive Vice President J.) 
Handel Evans and facilities planning un-







Ninth Street would show a commitment 
By 
11)eborah
 J. Kaplan 
Daily  
staff  writer 
By 








neat fall. That 
means they've also received a 
pamphlet about acquired immune deficiency syn-
drome. 




of the virus. Student Health Service and Admis-
sions and 
Records worked




mailings in one  
envelope  
"We wanted to put an AIDS pamphlet in 
every student's hands,  
and this was the best way 
to do it."




Student Health Service. 
Latta is also in charge of the AIDS Education 
Committee, which bought the 
pamphlets  for dis-
trubution on this campus. 
The
 pamphlet is called "AIDS
 Lifeline." It 
was printed in cooperation with the San Francisco 
AIDS Foundation and 
KPIX-TV,
 San Francisco. 
See  AIDS, page 6 
to the eventual 
closing
 of San 
Carlos 
Street. 
"This is my way to help that
 ef-
fort." Sonneinan said. 
"I feet very strongly 
about the 
whole issue 
of the closure of San Carlos 
Street."
 
Sonneman  was hired by the A.S. in 
November to help with efforts to down-





thoroughfare  --- 
car-
rying city traffic between
 neighbor. 
hoods
 to a neighborhood street. 
which carries 
traffic  within neighbor-
hoods. 
Downgrading would have been the 
first step in closing the 
street.
 
The San Jose City 
Council
 voted in 




 to defer the issue. 
Councilwoman
 Susan Hammer told the 
university it should not ask for the down-




Ninth  streets,  and that the uni-
versity 





Seventh and Ninth streets are sched-




























 for San 
Jose district
 
Its %nine SI. Belt 
Daily  staff 
writer
 






 was among 
the first group 
of 
women  ever to he named




received her award 
along with 
119 fellow 
recipients  in the California State Leg-
islature in Sacramento 
last
 month. She was cho-




bly District by San 
Jose Assemblyman John 
Vasconcellos. 
The honors resulted from a recent 
resolu-
tion passed by the Legislature to acknowledge
 
outstanding
 contributions of women in Califor-
nia. 
"I was stunned." 


















when  Strickland told 
her she was chosen 







 somebody as 
Woman of 
the 
Year. so I 
was thinking  of 
who would he a 
good 
choice."  Sivertsen 
said.  ''Then he told 



























 and the gay 
and lesbian community




convinced  the San Jose 
City  
Council  to approve a class
 for police 
officers
 
about the gay 
and  lesbian 
sommunity.
 She de-
signed  and taught the class 
herself. 
She 
serves on the board 
of directors for 
Aris, 
an organization providing 
emotional
 and 
practical support for 
victims  of acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome
 and their families,  and 
also 
works with the
 Santa Clara County AIDS Task 
Force. 
Sivertsen is a 
commission  member of the 
San Jose Affirmative Action Group and 
Presi-
dent of
 the Gay and Lesbian Political Action 
Group.
 
"I was certainly touched and 
honored by 
the award," she said. 
"I don't think 
I was chosen 
because
 I am a 
lesbian,
 but in spite of it." 
Sivertsen said. "And 
that, in this town,  is 
a new occurancc." 
Sivertsen  said she 
feels
 the award "also 
honored
 my brothers and sisters  in the commu-
nity " 
Asked what 
thoughts  she had to 
offer  the 
university  community as 
Woman  of the Year, 
Sivertsen said, "Service 
to the community that 
goes above
 and beyond the job one




is very important. 
"WOM11otthe
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 of public 
information
 officer 
n today's society, 
crime  is not uncommon 





Lunsford  who last spring 
cated in the heart of a large city. 
became
 ill and had 
to leave his 
job.  Since then 
At SJSU, 
crimes
 of both major
 and 
minor  he has not been
 replaced. 
Lunsford was the 
concern occur every 
day and are handled al- 




most exclusively by the University Police De-
partment.  
Although  UPD 
has
 proven to be a 
very  ef-
ficient 
institution,  there 
is a major 
flaw
 in its 
operation 
 lack of 
information  to 
the public. 
This is not to say the 
UPD  is deliberately 
holding back information. Chief Lew
 Schatz 
has made every effort to acquaint the public 
with the various misdeeds happening around 
the campus and college community. He has 
also been a very reliable source for the press. 
But Schatz is a busy man and is not always 
readily available for information. 
Recently, public information relating to 
crimes and safety has been scarce. Some of the 
most 
serious  types of offenses have 
gone  unre-
ported or unnoticed. 
The logical solution to this problem is for 
the UPD to reinstate an information officer or 
media spokesman who can provide detailed 
crime reports and updated safety conditions. 
These updates could be released around cam-
pus or at least relayed to the Spartan Daily for 
publication. With this type of operation those 
on or around
 SJSU
 will be 
well-informed. 
If the university would like to have its po-
lice department operate at full capacity, it 
should find a person to fill this space immedi-
ately. Students, faculty, staff 
and visitors at 
SJSU 
should  have knowledge of any unsafe or 
unusual happenings around the area. And the 
information officer will provide that knowl-
edge. 
However, if the UPD lacks  resources to 
adequately replace Lunsford, the
 administra-
tion should step in and provide the needed 
funds. The public has a right to be informed, 
and UPD has a responsibility to keep students 
informed.  
If SJSU is going to maintain
 a full time 
police force, it should be done right and with 
proper funding. As a California police force. 
UPD's jurisdiction includes the entire state, but 
it concentrates on SJSU and the 
surrounding 
community. UPD's presence 
is important not 
only to those of us on campus, but also to those 
who live in the area around the university. 






More than 14,000 Chinese students are attending U.S 
universities.  Many of them
 
are awarded government aid or 
fellowships to make their schooling possible. 






 States on the other hand hardly offers enough 
government support to study at home. 
Because of its cultural chauvinism, the United States does 
not believe it has anything to learn from other cultures. For-
eigners seeking a U.S. education fill Americans with pride. Its 
a symbol of continued U.S. world  superiority, a naively 
self-
  serving myth. 
Viewpoint
 
Al the same time foreign students 
are
 looked at with distrust and suspi-
cion, in part as a 
result of our lack of 
knowledge of other cultures and their 
motives.  
By becoming fluent in English and spending time living in 
our culture, the
 Chinese. as many other foreign groups,
 learn 
how the United 
States ticks. This knowledge gives them the ad-
vantage in every 






arrived in the United States, these 
students have a working knowledge of 
English.  In fact, China 
has the
 world's largest population of English speakers.
 
Americans
 are right to he proud of their country's educa-
tional system which 
has  produced minds capable of developing 
the technology for such an 
awe-inspiring  feat as putting man on 
the 
imam.  
However. American pride will 
inevitably precede its fall 
unless steps are 
taken to encourage and support 
both  study 
abroad by its 




 Chinese are not alone in 
subsidizing  foreign education 
of its students. Many 
underdeveloped  countries regularly
 subsi-
dize their best and brightest







the best of our culture to
 
their 
own and using this




 and strategically. 
It is 
dangerously  self-deluding to believe 
that im-
provement can 
only come from within Perhaps if America 
studied
 Japanese management
 methods. the United 
States.  
Japan 
trade deficit would 
not be S58 billion. 
Insight into a culture cannot be gained 
through  two-week 
vacations
 visiting monuments. Only by living with a people 
and speaking their language
 can one even begin to 
recognize  
national characteristics, 













has been America's 
failure to compete effectively in 
foreign 
markets. America owes its 
ineffectiveness  in those markets to 
cultural 
ignorance.  
To understand a market it is necessary to understand the 
people who comprise that market. An American marketing ap-
proach many times may not only misses its mark, but also may 
offend native sensibilities either from ignorance of acceptable 
advertising practices or ignorance of the language. 
The classic marketing gaffe was Chevrolet's aborted effort 
to sell its Nova model in Mexico. In Spanish "No va" means 
"it doesn't go." It would he a  formidable
 task indeed to sell a 
line of cars which promises the buyer to get 
them nowhere fast. 
When American reporters find 
themselves the "stranger 
in a strange land they ck:sperately cling to the first English-
speaking 




who  speak English are 
upper-class
 and do 
not necessarily
 represent a complete picture 
of
 that country. 
The 
only  exception to this are 
taxicab
 drivers who, be-
cause of their
 English-speaking ability 
gained by ferrying tour-
ists.












 by political groups who
 deliberately 
learn English for 
public
 relations reasons. 
The stories filed
 cannot hope to be 
comprehensive  reports 
of the events
 that are covered, nor can 
they hope to adequately 
analyze a 
political  situation. 
To make money
 one has to spend 




 the United States
 must make 
an 
investment  in its future. 
Americans
 should be 
required to fulfill 
a foreign language 
requirement beginnning
 in elementary 
school  at an age when 
language acquisition is 
easiest.  
In 
addition,  the 
federal  government
 should 
assist  foreign 
study 
on





























iiioarage.v  readers to write letters
 to 
the editor. All lasers must hear
 the writer  s name, major. 
phone number and class levet Phone numbers and anon ymous 
letters will not be printed.
 
Deliver letters to the Daily 
office on the secotulfloor of 
Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the
 information  i.enter in the Student 
U  . 
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for 
fibel, length. taste and clarity 








Overall, the Spartatopaily 
is
 an interesting and humorous
 
newspaper, but I have a 
suggestion.  I've noticed that in Sparta' 
guide you publicize events and 
meetings the day they are sup-
posed to happen. Is there 
any way you can publicize a day 
or 
two in advance'? It would 
probably  induce more students to at-
tend 
an
 event or meeting. I find it 
hard  to attend some of these 
because of 
the short notice given. By 
letting us know about 
them earlier.
 you could help people like 
myself plan ahead. 








I often read the 
Spartan  Daily and find 
it very interesting. 
However,
 there is one topic
 you haven't 
covered:
 the Intensive 
Learning 
Experience, which
 is an instructional
 program for 
stu-
dents  who have 
weaknesses
 in English and 
mathmatics.  
In the past 
I have seen a 
number





 the writing 
courses




 writing courses 
too difficult. 
When they are 
required  to take the 
entrance  examination 
for the 
upper -division English 
course, they fail. 
And therefore,  they 
have to 
retake the course at 
the university level.
 I learned this 
from former
 students, and that's
 why I participated 
in the 11.1'. 
program.
 Students should
 not have to waste
 time retaking 
classes when 
the ILE program 
is
 available. Why 
not  anticipate'? 
Why not take the 
ILL courses to master
 English skills'? 
A lot of students
 on this campus
 still don't know 
how sev 
eral programs like the
 II.E program benefit 
them. Therefore, I 
feel 
that it's crucial to 
have a small 
section
  an article or 
two 
 in the Daily to 
discuss  these SJSU 
programs.  






communication  gap  
Editor. 
In 
response  to the 
article
 "House Overrides
 65 MPH 
Veto," I 
would  like to know why 
President Reagan 
vetoed  the 
bill, and why 
Congress  felt compelled
 to override it'? 
I believe Reagan 
and Congress each 





 the article 
doesn't  mention 
them. I see this 
as a 
major 
problem  in the 










expect  the media to 
fill this gap. 




 as I know why 
this duty is not being
 fulfilled. I 
will be sharing my 

















clip 01 an article about
 
funding  for a certain 
student
 magazine. There was





don't have the 




 in response to a 




 of Outspoken were 
invisible. Godwin's 
quote  as-
sured us that 
in
 the next few weeks




is. That was a 




 -- not 
because




 the coming of 
Marlene!:  load, 
but
 because my eyes
 
need lobe 
pried  open to 
watch
 how visible 
Outspoken  is. 
I've heard 
the echoes of this 
war. I've heard
 the drum roll 
announcing
 the advancement 
of this revolutionary
 journal; yet 






other  thing I've 
seen
 is another article 
in thc 
Daily 
announcing  that the 





 for a monetary 
life preserver. For





to cry, but my 
eyes can only 
afford  dryness. 
They've 
been























 make it 
10.i a supreme
 beauty 
in the 80%. Malibu 
Barbie fits the image better. 
liarthe's got a tan  she looks healthier.
 
I he health -conscious decade his been marketed 
to 
believe a golden tan is a sheath covering a healthy body. 
But it's 
a cosmetic facade that will result in severe dam-
age to the skin and very possiblv skin cancer. A healthy 
tan is an 
oxymoron. 
However,  every
 summer millions still uncover their 
healthy, or unhealthy bodies in 
worship
 of the fiery ball 
of gas. And with the advent of the tanning salon, the rit-
ual of worshiping the sun has been made into a year-
round  
process.  
Milll V. ho worship in the coffin -like tubes claim 
the light bulbs are "no more damaging than the sun." 
But 
the
 sun is severls damaging. And by making it a 
year-round
 process and in a sense, erasing the natural 
onset of the summer solstice.  tanning salons have in-
creased 
the available exposure by four times. 
Vicky Knowles. manager
 of Tan City in San Jose, 
said
 the salon receives
 as many as 200 
people
 a day. 
"Savage" tanners conic in every day hut it's only nec-
essary to lie in the light bed two to three times a week, 
she said. 
p.
 ople who use tanning salons 
every day are 
usually 
body-builders
 or "health freaks." people 
who are real 
conscious  of
 
their looks and health, 
she said. 
To he a bronzed god or goddess,  you must possess 
sonic
 mortal dollars. Salons are not cheap.
 To keep the 
golden look, costs range 
between $30 and $40 a month. 
some with 
maintenance  fees paid with  every visit. 
But what do Californians need with tanning salons'?
 
The sun




of the time year-
round. The risk to ilangerous levels of ultraviolet rays is 
indigenous to the state. Nine -to -fivers have the week-
ends, if having a tan is that important. 
Knowles attibutcs the 
popularity
 in tanning salons 
to competitiveness in Californians.
 She said they have it 
in their nature to want to 
be
 more tan. 
Cataracts in the eyes,  precancerous lesions and al-
lergic reactions are just some of the physical blemishes 
which can occur from getting too much sun. Reports of 
skin cancer have tripled in the past 20 years and 
new 
studies






increases  the chances of skin cancer. 
Ultraviolet
 rays are emitted in essentially two 
waves, UVA (ultraviolet A) and UVB (ultravio-
let II). The older sunlamps emit UVBs and the 
newer bulbs of light expend waves
 of UVAs. 
C. David Lytle, an official with the Federal Drug 
Administration, stated that when mice were exposed to 
UVA rays. comparable to those used in tanning salons, 
they showed 
an increased rate of mutation from the UVB 
rays. 
A 
spokesman  from 
Eurotan  of California.
 a com-
pany which sells
 tanning beds 
to the seven 
Western  
states
 and Hawaii. 











 watts of tanning.'' 
The  
bulbs in the 
Eurotan
 beds
 contain only one-third of I 
percent UVA rays,  
while  the sun emits 5 
percent
 to 9 
percent. It sounds like a 






amount of damage for
 a little vanity. And it's
 the 
repeated
 abuse to the skin 






To keep a Eurotan. it 





 said. It's different than the 
Wolff  





a week to maintain a golden color.  
The Silver Site-
num System takes about the same
 amount of visits per 
week. 
Although the systems are all different, they can
 ac-
complish the same purpose. They 
can  all damage your 
skin permanently for a 
price.  It seems like an 
awful  lot 
to 







Sue Kiy atm is thc assistant news editor.
 She 
spent too 
much time in the sun 
as a kid which burned 
portions
 of 
her retinas and non, 
has a difficult time
 









































































city  tests tap 





























































































































 Week. The fair is co-spon-
sored by the Associated Students and the 







come across every day," 
Phillips  said. "You drink a glass of 
water, for example, and you're con-




about  it " 
People can bring their questions
 to 
Earth Day and get answers. Phillips said. 
Most of the time. people are too 




"What we're doing is bringing to-
gether a lot of organizations in one place 
so that questions people 
have
 thought of 






Folk guitarist .Ifownes Van Zandt is 
scheduled to perform
 from 
noon  to I 





Smith  of the 
Santa  Clara 
County 
Toxic Coalition is 
scheduled  to 
follow with 
a speech beginning
 at 1 p.m.  
in the amphitheater.
 
Although  environmentalism is not 















 a volunteer 
with  
the center 
Earth Day is intended
 to 
make  peo-
ple "aware that the
 problems arc still  






 up with solutions
 to envi-
ronmental issues "takes 
everybody's
 
help, not just the scientists' 
and the tech-
nologists' she said 
In the lOitOs,  science and corpora-
tions are more aware of env ifinintental 
issues. Marquez said. 
"But we 






thought they could just use something 
and then 
throw it out the back door or 
move 10 feet." Phillips




 there are 
too many 
of us. We have to 
start  understanding 
how
 to work with natural systems."
 




 to fit) 
we 
are creating a hostile environment for 
ourselves."
 Phillips said. "If we don't 
start paying attention to this we'll just be 
like another 
species that came and 
went  because the environment 


































































Council  of 
Business 
Students 































































 to be a 
resource,"
 he said. 
Among the 500 
people
 






































Lethiew,  hut she 
hopes  at least 150 
students  will come. 
"I think this is a 
nice opportunity for 
students,  and this 
is the
 first year they can





receipt,  students choose 
three  companies 
they
 la 01111.1 like to 
network
 with. At the 








 is great 
for graduating seniors. It's 
really advan-
tageous." said 
Kristen Ahey.  . president
 of the Executive 
Council of 
Business  Students. 
'The banquet is also a time for freshmen
 and sopho-
mores to get to know 






 "I encourage the younger students
 to conic 
Despite the publicity coordinated 
by the council. "I'm 
not sure the students are quite clear what
 the spring banquet 
is,'*
 Abcy said. 
The banquet raises funds for the 
School of Business. 
Lebacqz
 said. Profits are used for 
purchasing  equipment, 
hiring faculty, developing curriculum and research.
 
In the past, the dinner raised about 14).01a) to 57,000. 
''This
 year, we hope to raise $20.(1(X).  Lebacqz said. 
Thc 
banquet is mostly subsidized by  donations and
 
tickets 
purchased by companies in the valley Corporate 
representatives  pay 5100 for tickets and 
faculty  pay 525. 
Tickets for students cost $12. They will be 
on
 sale at 
the 
















 for action 












April  20, which 
commended  
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Cher,  Athena 



















Jerry  riernOed 
Gel






honored at a 
Faculty  Senate 
meeting, 
lion.'' said UPDChict



















 awards of 







Garrett  and 
Noriega 
"It's 



















like  we huddled to decide 
valor awards to peace 
officers  
each year. if 
we
 should go in." 
said 
Tom  Paine, 
manager  of 
field WIN- 
Schatz said, 
"Many  times what 
ices for the state 
Department  of 
Justice,  separates 
the  officer with this kind of an 
This
 is the first time
 SJSU 
police  of- 
award
 from the
 officer without 




vain; award, pure chance of being in the right place at 


















or Noricga's place 
mended by both 
the 



















Robert  E. 
°shy.  . since June 1982,
 Garrett since October 
The 
officers  entered a 
burning  1981 and

















who in 1983 for a 
similar 
action 
















  U.S. offi-
cials  were fully
 aware as long
 ago as 
1979 that the 
Soviet  KGB was hugging 
the Moscow 
Embassy
 during its con-
struction,




























security.  "They 
contributed
 information 
to us about the 
bugs that were
 coming in." 
1.aniti told 
a hearing of a House 
For-
eign Affairs subcommittee
 that U.S. per-
sonnel were placed on the embassy site 
to 
intercept
 listening devices. "We had a 
strategy for finding it."
 he said. 
"Where this strategy was weak
 was 
in the sense 
that the Soviets used parts
 of 
the structure itself as 
the hugging. These 
are the kinds of things 
that are going to 
be difficult
 for us to neutralize." 
Investigators 
have  said some large 
components of the building were
 fab-
ricated
 away from the construction
 site 
by a 
Soviet contractor and away from the 
eyes










481  E. SAN 
CAR LOS ST. 
295-5511  
Those problems 
cannot now he re-
medied without fundamentally damaging 
the 
building's
 soundness. said 
Rep. 
Doug Bereuter. 
R-Neb.,  a member of the 
committee. 
"We've continued to underestimate 
the Soviets' 
advances
 in intelligence col-
lecting  technology." 
Bereuter,  who has 
a 
background  in military 
counterintelli-


















devices,  in the 
construction 
fea-
tures of the 
embassy.  It is 
not  a  matter of 
us going over
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 upholds death 
penalty 
WASHINGTON  
(API  The 
Supreme
 Court. in a 
crushing defeat 
for  opponents of capital punishment. ruled 
today 
that slate death penalty 
l,ivvs 





 have been 
applied in racially 
biased ways
 
By a 5-4 
vote, 

























Constitution's  equal -protection 
guarantees.
 
The closely watched Georgia dispute, perhaps the most 
important capital punishment 
case
 in a decade, had been 
hailed as the last 
sweeping
 attack against the death penalty 
Death penalty opponents fell one 
vote
 short of casting 
into
 doubt the fates of hundreds of the nearly 1.900 men and 
women  on death rows nationwide.
 
Writing for the court's 
majority. Justice Lewis F. Pow-
ell said the statistical study of Georgia's death penalty sys-
tem "at most indicates a discrepancy that appears to corre-
late with race." 
The ruling upheld the death sentence given to Warren 
MeCleskey for
 the 1978 murder of an Atlanta policeman. 
McCleskey's hopes to avoid death in the state's elec-
tric chair had been pinned on a study by a University of 
Iowa
 law professor, David Baldus. 
In his study, Baldus examined every Georgia murder 
conviction from 1973 to 1978 and found that those who 
killed whites were 11 times more likely to 
receive
 the death 
penalty than 
were  those who killed blacks. 
Looking at the smaller number of cases in which the 
greatest jury discretion was exercised in sentencing. Baldus 
found that killers of whites were four times more likely to 
receive death sentences.
 
Chernobyl  still hot 
MOSCOW (AP) A year after
 the Chemohyl nuclear 
accident, the 
temperature
 of the reactor 
hovers near the boil-
ing point and 13 




 said Wednesday.. 
The  officials told a 
news conference 
that most people 
in the 
Chernobyl  area are in 
good health and that 
radiation 
levels in 
farm products and 
soil
 near the plant have 
almost 
returned to 
normal  since the 
accident  on April 
26,  
1985. 
At least 31 
people  died and 
hundreds
 were injured after 
the explosion 
and fire, which spewed 
radiation around the 
world.  
The Soviets did 




minister  of atomic power 
generation,  
said the 
temperature inside the 
ruined  No. 4 reactor is 98 
de-
grees Celsius. or 
208 Fahrenheit, just 
under  the boiling 
man( I.ast November
 the temperature was 140 
degrees  Cel-
sius 1284 Fahrenheit), he said. 
Soviet
 reports have said that






Celsius  during the acci-
dent in the Ukraine. 
Doctors diagnosed
 237 people near the 
plant  site as 
having 
acute radiation sickness.
 Twenty-eight of them
 died. 
Three 
other  people at the 




The prospects for 
those who were diagnosed
 as having 
radiation
 sickness is "quite
 good," Ilyin said. 
"hut all 


















 than a  week was fief 
mulled
 Wednesday deep 












yield rit less 
than 20 ki-
lotons. was 












 a blast 
Saturday











 c(xlenamed Presido,  was 
conducted
 at 3 p.m. 
PDT on the 
sprawling grounds 
of
 the site, where the 
na-
tion's 
nuclear  weapons 
are tested. 
It was the 






 at the site since 1951 
to 664. Not all tests 
are
 announced for security
 reasons. 




held by the 
Desert Lenten Experience 
at the entrance to the 
test site. The protests
 culniinated last Friday with
 S1 arrests 




 1AP) .ti eighth
-grade girl held a 
teacher and 13 
students  at gunpoint in .1 




about  an hour 
Wednesday
 before 




was no report  Of 
injury- during the
 incident at 
Cholla 
Junior  High. 
police  said 
"We 
don't know what 
spurred it or 
what





said shortly before 
the girl surren-
dered.  
John Durvin, an 
assistant superintendent,
 said earlier 
that initial reports in 
tttt the school were 
sketchy  but indi-
cated that "one 
of the students has a 




classrooms.  ' 
Tactical 
units were sent lo the school







 High has approximately 









 (AP) - In one 
of the largest earthquake
 
drills ever staged 
by a private 
employer.
 Walt Disney 
Co. 
shut down operations
 for two 
hours
 while 






offices coped with 
a mock temblor. 
'It  V. as pretty 
realistic...  said 
secretary  Jame 
Hull.  29, 
ril  North Holly
 
vs lid.  lie 
ii 54 







 and gas explosion




 that 61 people "died" in the drill 
Tuesday.. 
To add a touch of realism to the drill. studio workers 
used makeup and special -effects ciplief ion sounds,
 and tele-
phone services was ordered cut off 
for the  two hours. 
Also 
participating in the drill were nearby St. Joseph 




 American Red Cross. 
Spartaguide
 
Student Health Services will pro-
vide free measles immunizations from 8 
to 10 a.m. today
 in Health Building, 
Room 210. Call Oscar 
Battle at 277-
3622 or 277-9074
 for information. 
   
The Student Magazine Association 
will hold a meeting at 11 a.m. today in 
Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 205. Call 
Dona at 287-3628 for information. 
   
India  Students Association will hold 
a meeting at 
1:30
 a.m, today in the Stu-
dent Union Almaden 
Room. Call Ravi at 
(415)443-1733
 for information. 
   
Community Committee for Interna-
tional Students will hold Conversation -
in -English groups for all international 
students
 at 1:30 p.m. today and 
12:311  
p.m. tomorrow' in Administration Build-
ing, Room 222.
 Call Muriel 
Andreas
 at 
279-4575 for information. 
   
Pre -Medical 
Student's  Association 
will hold a seminar. 
"Society and Dis-
ease  A 
Sociological  Perspective" at 
4 p.m. today
 in Science Building, Room 
164. 
Call  Oscar Battle at 277-3622 
for  
information. 
   
The department of 
Math
 and Com-
puter Science will sponsor a lecture 
by 
Prof. George Dantzig of Stanford Uni-
versity 
on "Reminiscences About The 
Origins of Linear Programming" at 4 
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Call Marilyn at 277-2411 for infor-
mation. 
   
Campus 
Ministries  will 
sponsor  
Vietnamese Bible Study 
today at 5:15 
p.m. in the Campus 
Christian  Center. 
Call 










Interest Study at 6 p.m. 
today in the Student 
Union Almaden 














Engineers  and MEP 
will host 
Tandem 





ties at 6 
p.m. today in the MEP 
center. 
Engineering 











will sponsor a 
lecture
 by David Burgess 
of the Santa 
Clara  County Health Depart-
ment at 7 









   
SJSU 
Karate
 Club will hold a 
work-
out













 and Strategy 
Club will hold 
a 
meeting at 7:30 
p.m. today in 
the Stu-
dent Union 




277-8212  for information.
 
   
Korean Christian
 Fellowship  
will 















   
University police




regarding  the Uni-
versity
 Police Department
 and the De-
partment of Public Safety 
issues  at noon 
tomorrow




Room. Call Barbara at 




Chicana  Alliance 



























































































































(9-9, 2-5)  
lost





 but the 
result 
wasn't  as 
over -powering 

























when  she contrasted
 
Tues-







tound  reason to he optimistic. 
"It was closer than the score indi-
cated," 
Visser said. "UOP is peren-
nially a very strong, deep team. They're 
just 
real  good 





setback), we were 
basically frightened by their aura. But 
everyone played better this time; it just 




One of SJSU's bright spots was the 
play of second seed, Kristen HiIldc-
brand,  who almost heat llOrs Christy 
Kern 








the next two by 2-6
 scorer. Despite the 




really  important to believe 
you 
can play with anyone on any given
 
day," Visscr
 said. "Kristen proved 
that. She 
was heating that girl until all 
of a 
sudden  it's 'Oh my (hid. I can 
really heat this 
girl,  then you get ner-
vous...
 
VISSCT said Shelly Stockman. the 
Spartan's top seed, also played well de-




ell to a tie -breaker in the 
first set, hut 





and  hard 
passing  shots kept Stockman 
running
 all 
over the court in 90 degree temperatures 
to win 1-6 
'Shelly wasn't feeling very good,
 
hut 
she did well against a really strong 
player The heat affected both teams. 
especially Shelly 1 just wish it had af-
teemed them more than us.' 
In other action. Whitney Clarke 
was 
defeated
 by Tiffany Lee 5-7,
 3-6. 





Vultce lost 4-6, 
0-6 and Leslie Bartleson  lost 1-6. 2-6. 
In doubles action. Stockman
 and 
Clarke lost to Powell
 
and
 Kern 3-63-6. 
Hilldebrand and Pasley-Millcr fought 
hard hut lost a heartbreaker to Lee and 
Jackson
 
4-6, 7-5, 4-6 and Vultec and 
Barlileson dropped 




has two remaining matches 
next week - against Washington 
Monday and a rematch with
 IX 
Davis 
Tuesday before the PCAA tourna-
inent begins May 2. Visser hopes the 
team
 will be ready Inc top-flight conipc-
fition 
In practice this 
week,  the 
first -year 
coach
 will stress the mental
 aspect of 
the game. 
this










confidence  and trust themselves 
to 







whete we want to be than 
we Welt. 
month ago, hut 
it's
 about time the 
season's almost over." 
The loss was the 
Spartans  third in 
their last four PCAA 
encounters.
 Be-
fore spring break. 
SJSU  had traveled to 
Los Angeles to 
play  UCSB, Fullerton 
State and Irvine on 
successive days 
The Spartans lost 
to the Gauchos, 
coached by former 
SJSU  mentor Lisa 
Beritzhoff. 9-0 in 
their  first match April 
8. Visscr said the team 
was anxious 
about competing against their former 
coach. 









Shell).  Stockman hits a 
backhand shot 
against
 a University 
of the Pacific opponent on 
Tuesday.  SJSU last the match 9-0. 
"Everyone was really nervous 
about playing them," Visser said. "But 
they 
have  a strong team, no doubt about 
it. 
Next was a meeting with the Titans 
from Fullerton State, which the Spar-




howcs cr. was tainted by an on -court in-
cident
 involving SJSU's top-seeded 
doubles team of Stockman and Clarke. 
SJSU had won the first set and the 
score was
 close in the 
second  when Ful-
lerton insisted
 upon disqualifying the 
Spartans for an alleged net infraction - 
crossing
 the plain of the net 
when
 there 
was not a change of ends. Visser was
 
upset and surprised by the Titan tactics. 
"Their team refused to play." 
Visscr said. "It was very stupid. It was 
a misinterpretation of the rule 1 don't 
want to blow it 
out of proportion, but 
we drove to I.. A. to 
play  tennis. 
"Their kids just 
acted  badly. If it 
had  been our 
team,
 we never would
 
have allowed 
them to just say 
they 
wouldn't 
play  anymore. It 
was  a situa-
tion that got
 out of 
control
 ' 

















6-4 and Vultec,  who 
dropped a 
close, three -set 
match. 
"Irvine
 is a really tough school." 
Visser said. "I 
look  for them to win
 the 
PCAA 
championship  this year.
 
"I didn't think anyone played 
badly on
 
the trip. When 
we
 lost it was 
just a case of their players played better 








 eyes the plate as 
she's  about to release a 
pitch.  'File Spartans, now 
17-22, have 
lost eight games 
in
 a now and are currently 
in the middle of a five -game












Association  for 
the Advancement of Colored People 
said  








Giants as part ot a push to get blacks into 
more 




 across the nation 
are taking 
similar






 and football to 
hire more blacks
 in non-playing 
posi-
tions ranging
 from coaches to 
contractors 
to peanut vendors 
McGriff
 said the NAACP would 
push 
for  affirmative action programs
 
to 
make certain blacks arc recruited and 
trained






"Should this fail to occur in any in-
stance, 
we
 are prepared 
to mount mas-
sive demonstrations against recalcitrant 
hall clubs," she 
said. "Those of you 
who
 
are familiar with 
the NAACP and its 
long




 and racism 
know that 






"We will apply pressure on the 
owners  at every
 possible point,

















 of Al Cam -
penis, vice 












Campanis'  remarks 
about
 why there 








spokesman  Dave Aust 
said 
Wednesday  he thought 





























The team issued a one -paragraph 
statement that said, '"The Giants whole-
heartedly endorse the 
continuing effort, 
to have 





And you  






















 $25  tor 
students 
(MC tint ,he iurs 
re 
hy Coin", 



























again.  I just 
can't 
wait to get on 
the  road again." 




softball team had 
two weeks ago. They 
had momentum. They 
had clutch hitting. 
They were winning. They 
were packed 
up and ready to 
attack  their PCAA rivals, 
Softball
 
and if not win every game, at least keep 
them close. 
However, after being swept 
over 
spring break, the 
only tune in the
 team's
 
mind should he "Homeward Bound." 
What actually 
happened
 to the Spar-
tans on this, the 
longest
 road -trip of the 





 stopped in Fresno be-
fore heading down to Southern Califor-
nia and were beaten by 
every  team they 
faced, stretching their losing
 streak to 
eight games. 
On April 15 in a rain make-up twin 
bill in Fresno, the squad lost 1-0 and 7-0 
to the Bulldogs. On April  
17,  Cal State -
Long
 Beach handled SJSU 5-0 and 
4-1 
and on April 18 they went down again,
 
this time 




They had already lost a pair 
to Ful-
lerton. the No.1 team in the nation, be-
fore embarking on the 10 -day excursion. 
In addition, the team must still face 
San Diego State (Friday) and Fullerton 
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where  they 










Spartan  road 
perfor-
mances,







coach  Kathy Strahan 
is looking forward
 to that first pitch 
Monday at PAL Field. 
"It 
has been very tough for us 
on 
the road." Strahan
 said. "Playing 
PCAA rivals on their field is very diffi-




The team has 
had only 26 hits in the 
last eight 
games,
 an average of just 
three 
hits 
per  game. 
Clutch hitting has  
been nil. 
The Spartans
 have only managed to 
cross the plate six





the  other 









 losses, the softball 
team's
 record has 




17-22. The team has only three PCAA 
wins.  
Just 16 





 contests), and Stra-
han said it 
will  he a real fight to stay out 
of the cellar. 
"We were picked to finish last in 
this conference," Strahan



















 We have 
been 

















 down to 
the last game











 the last two 
stops on 
the road trip will
 be difficult, 
especially  
Fullerton at 
home. However, she 
does 
have a plan for 
SDS, and that is 
to stop 
the 
Aitees  Trish 
Mang. 
"If you can stop her you stop the 
team," Strahan said. "She throws the 
ball very fast and crushes 
it when she is 
at the plate. She is 





 last time we faced












































































  Daily staff photographer
 
SJSE golfer %like Foster. an 1S
-year -old freshman, 






athletes  are 
generally  thought 
tit as young. 
timid and unassertive. 
However,  the SJSU 




 playing the game
 with the same 




senior to have aquired. 
In this 
their  first season, golfer's 
Mike
 Foster and Barry 
Evans, arc making a name 
for themselves on this year's 
roster. 
looking at 
Foster.  IS, one would probably 
think  to him-
self, 'Does this 
kid really golf!' 
He happens to stand at 6-4 and weighs
 285 pounds. which 
probably  explains why Foster not only
 lettered in high school 
golf, but 
football  as well. 
The 
size difference of the two (Evans
 
stands
 at 5-11 and 
weighs
 1601 almost makes the two 





 and Goliath. 
Nineteen -year -old Evans, a native of Kelowna, British 
Columbia, 
decided
 to play on the SJSU team not only for its 
prestigious  golf 
background, but also for the fact that his Ca-
nadian 
friends  were here. 
"Kcir (Smith) and Drew (Hartt I were playing down here. 
I also knew Grant Barnes la member of last year's team. Now 
an assistant coach.) pretty well. Playing at a good 
school
 with 
friends was my main reason for coming here."
 Evans said. 
Foster,
 on the other hand, attended SJSU not 
only  because 
of the schools
 acclaimed golf background, but
 the fact that it 
was close




learned the game on
 the
 Green Tree Golf Course. a course 
which 




his large stature, once intended to purchase along 
with some friends. The
 deal never went through. 
While 
debating  on buying the course, 
Stadler
 would often 
play the 
18
-hole layout. This allowed the
 young Foster to play 
with 
the  former Masters 
Champion.
 
"Boy, I thought I hit the hall long until I played with 
Stadler," Foster said. "Those guys just do not miss a shot." 
Being the size Foster is, length off the tee has never been a 
problem.  
"I
 would say driving is definitely the hest 
part of  my 
game. Putting is a different story though."
 he said. 
Evans. who took the 
game up at age nine, grew up on 
the 
semi -private Kelowna 
Golf  and Country Club. He differed
 with 
Foster as to which pan of 










By David Barry 
Daily staff writer 
SJSU's 1986 championship football 
season generated 
publicity,  enthusiasm 
and 
financial support for the athletic de-
partment.
 
But it has also




to start a lettermen's club. 
The club, currently being
 organized by 
I.arry Zajonc who played at SJSU in 
1974 and 1975, is for anyone who played 
football at SJSU. 
"The idea came after last season," 
' said
 Zajonc,
 who now buys 
and  rebuilds
 
old houses in the San Jose area. "I was 
talking to Dr. (Martin) Trieb, the team's 
doctor, and I said it was too bad that San 
Jose State didn't have a lettermen's club. 
And he said why don't you start one " 
 To generate support for the club, 





 May 2 Blue -Gold 
game, which is the 
annual scrimmage 
held by the football team at the  end of 
spring
 practice. 
The reunion,  which will feature a 
free barbecue for all former players is 
slated to begin at II a.m.. Zajonc
 said. 




 will attend. already 
have about
 45 signed up." he said. 
The need for such a club was shown 
particularly in October of last year when 






 and for the Atlanta 
Fal-
cons from 1977-82. died. %atone said. 
"There was no club connection to 
send
 a wreath 
of 
flowers."
 Zajonc said 









  Don 
Chaney
 was fired Wednesday
 by 
the Los
 Angeles Clippers 
after the 
team had 
the  second worst 
record 
in NBA 
history,  going 
12-70.
 
Chaney,  who plans to 
remain 
with the 
organization in a front
 of-
fice capacity, 
had  a 52-133 record 
since 
replacing  Jim 
I.ynam
 in 
March of 1985. 
Chancy's
 time as the club's
 
head 
coach  was marked
 by various 
misfortunes,
 including 







 this season. 
"This 
season was an example 
of 
Murphy's  







performing  up 
to
 their capac-
ity and me 
to  show 





 coach," Chancy 
said, 
alluding to
 the axiom 
that,  if 
anything  
can  go 








will  become 
available  
tome in the 
future.
 




ward  to 
working
 diligently
 with the 
Clippers
 organization
 as I 
have  for 
the past 
five years,






















among  the 
candidates






 to Dr. 
(Martin)  
Trieb,
 the team's 
doctor,
 and I said 
it was 
too 
bad  that San 




club. And he 
said why 
don't 







"We want to 




 We don't want to 
lose



























 played on 
those mid




















coach was Darryl 
Rodgers,
 who 
is now the 
Detroit  Lions 
head
 coach. 
Zajonc said Kane 
and  Ekern may at-










  Charlotte, 
N.C.. Minneapolis, 
Orlando
 and Miami 
were awarded expansion 
franchises 
Wednesday  by the NBA 
hoard  of gover-
nors after a four-hour meeting. 
Charlotte
 and Miami 
will
 be ad-
mitted for the 
1988-89  season. 
Minneap-
olis and 





franchise will pay 
an 
















 of the two
 Florida 
cities
 was a 





mended  on April
 2 that the 





by the Hour 
Rent time on our equipment 
kinkois 









But the reunion is not hong limited 
to those years. John Aimonetti, who fin-
ished playing last 
season and is awaiting 
next  week's 
NFI,  draft is working along 
with Chad 
Roseboorn.
 an SJSU adminis-
trative assistant, to round up players 
from the 
more recent teams. 
Cass Jackson and Dave Cheney are 
trying to 
find
 players from further back. 
7.41jone 
said.  
A 77 -year old 
former
 player living 
in Gilroy 
is the oldest player 
found
 so 
far, he said. 
The club has








program,  and of SJSU 
head 
coach Claude Gilbert. 
"He's behind us 100 percent." /a-
tone said. 
Joining the club will be 
free for 





 tailgate parties hut they 





 Zajonc would like 
to see 
would be a special
 
area at Spartan Sta-
dium for the club at games. 
"Maybe if they could set aside tick-
ets in general admission so
 
the players 
could sit with their families so they don't 
lose track of one another." he said. 
Zajonc is also hopeful that former 
players from other sports, such as track, 
baseball and basketball, will start similar 
clubs.
 
Players interested in attending the 
reunion or learning about the club can 
contact Zajonc at (4081297-3730.  
four teams 
pone a decision
 on those two
 cities until 
October.  In 
addition,  the 
governors
 had 
been expected to choose 
between  Or-
lando and Miami rather than select both.
 
At least of the
 current
 23 teams 
had to vote to accept the expansion fran-
chises.  
The Charlotte team is tentatively 
known as the Spirit. while Minneapolis 
adopt the name Timherwolves,
 Orlando 














, 295-5414  
"Give  
me
 a nud-iron shot to a green 
anytime. I don't 
know what
 the other clubs will do," 
Evans  said jokingly. 
Both Estill, and 
Foster admire




"Jack has the hest all-around game on tour." Evans said. 
'It's not 
that
 he is great at any one thing.
 he is good at every 
part of the gaine.'




 has the hest 
mind  of anyone  
on tour,''
 Foster
 said. "He is always in control." 
The two are 





clinger, and have great respect for their teacher. 
"You've 
got to 





 he had 
some pretty big shoes 
to fill. Jerry 
Vrooni
 







 in the country."
 
"He knows an 
awful lot about the 
game." Evans 
said.  "A 





 the golf 
season
 almost over. 
Evans  has a scoring av-
erage of 77.3 
and 
Foster






 led SJSU last 














"You have to 
realize  these players are 
both  young and 
have a lig of time 
to develop." he said. "Foster can go 
out and 
shoot a 66 one day 
and  have an 80 the next. With 
experience  
the
 erratic play should diminish.
 In time they will be great 
as-
sets to this team . 
Foster feels the leant will he a force in the near future. 
Only 
two
 team members. 
Smith  and Kennaday,  will





Evans. a business management
 major, and Foster, a mar-
keting major, both feel no matter what happens academically 
they will always be involved somehow with golf. 
"I don't know 
maybe I'll be  a club pro.''









know just yet in what 
way
 . Evans 
said. 
The
 golf team's next tournament, 
the Sun Devil/Thunder-
bird Classic in 
Ari/ona,  will take 
place  April 30 -May
 2. 
In last 
weeks  Western 
Intercollegiate's  (at 
Pasatiempo  
near
 Santa ( 'run the team took 5th 






Young  and two shots 
ahead of California Fresno State 
won the event with a team 
total of 
1.094. Foster finished 54th 
individually
 with rounds of 
75,82 and 73.
 Evans did 
not phik 
Robert  


























tAl'i Julius Ery 
mg is hoping 
that the Philadelphia Thers mediocre 
regular -season record will make their 
opponents overconfident for the NBA 
playoffs. 
"A lot of 
people  have 
writtcn
 us 
off for the playoffs." Erving said,  ref-









for  only 
fifth place in 
the 
Eastern  
Conference.  "We don't 
have as good a 
record  as past years. 
but we 
are
 3-2 against Milwaukee and 
3-3  agaist Boston. and those are the 
teams we
 








 ith four 
games: Chi-
cago at Boston in 
the East and Seattle 
at Dallas,
 Golden State at Utah and 
Denver at the Los Angeles I.akers in 
the Western Conference. 
On Friday, Philadelphia is at Mil-
waukee, Indiana at Atlanta. Washing-
ton at Detroit in the East and Houston 
is at Portland in the West. 






Erving said that the 76ers' strong 
showing against good teams is an en-
couraging 
sign as he 
enters  the final 




"We didn't play as 
well  against 







don't play New York or New
 Jersey 
II 
the first round. ' 
The 76ers finished 3-3 against 
both the Nets and 
Knicks, who each 
failed to make the playoffs 






































































All faculty, students and staff are 
invited to attend a short address and 
participate in 





Acting President and Provost at 
Southeast Missouri State University 
Academic















 designed for 
working 
professionals.  Eight -week 
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 ext. 22 
Campus
 
Student -run credit union 
offers
 














Union  finally 
opening 























































































































































 loans and help-







 25  
members,  he said 
It has 
assests  of
 $220,000 and 
has given out 
515.000  in loans.
 512.-
000 of which is outstanding. McLen-
nan said. 
The 









 make money 
through investments and yields re-
ceived 
on loan dividends. McLennan 
said. 
McLennan said 
they are still 
looking for volunteers to 
help man 
the credit 







volunteers right now 
and would have 




"Morale went down with all the 
set backs, and part of that was nty 
fault for saying we were going to 
open.
 But now that
 







the credit union 
is being accom-
plished."
 he said. 
The credit 
union  will hc open 
from 
10 a.m. 




























option  would 




join,  the 
other 
would  be to seek 
an exemption 












ulty  and employees 
to




because they can belong to 
the California 
State Employee Credit
 Union No.9. But 
they are 
allowed  to join, Mclennan 
said.  
The NCUA does not allow its 
mem-
bers to belong to two 
credit unions with-
out written approval 
from the other credit 





To rectify this dilemma.
 Mclen-
nan. Munagh. Fullerton 
and A.S. Presi-
dent Toni Boothe 
will appear before 
the 
CSU hoard of trustees to ask 
for  an 
exemption to this resolution. 
Fullerton said she is unsure how the 
hoard of trustess will react
 to granting a 
special 
exemption.  
This case could have ramifications 
throughout the CSU system. Mcl.ennan 
said.
 The WSFCU would 
be the 
first 01 




the CSU system. 
These credit unions may run into 
similar 
problems  because the employee 
'It will help establish a 
credit union on campus. It 
will show that it can 






credit union chairman 
credit
 unions are located throughout the 
CSU system. 
The CSU employee credit unions do 
not have to allow students to 
join be-
cause the first one at California State
 
Polytechnic 
University  at  Pomona was 
started before the 
resolution was put into 
effect. Boothe said. 
However, this problem is only one 
in a series 













the credit union's name.
 
On Dec . 3. the A.S. hoard of direc-
tors voted to not allow the credit union to 
use the A.S. 
business office until the 
credit union adopted the
 name 
Asso-
ciated Students Credit 
Union  
Organizers  of the 
credit union re-
fused to 









when  it didn't.
 
In addition, legal














or the A.S. 
because 
it would imply 
liability by the 
university 
for  any possible 
losses.  
An agreement between the credit 
union
 and
 the A.S. to work together was 
finally 
reached  on Jan. 
27.  
Boothe and 





 hope of 
opening
 





However,  the lease
 enabling the 
credit union to operate
 in the A.S. busi-
ness 
office  needed 
amending.
 said Bruce 
Richardson, the 
general counsel to 
SJSU  






centered  around 
having a 
sign  hanging in 





tween the A.S. and
 the credit union. 
Both the 
WSFCU  board of directors 
and the 
A.S.





 the lease and sent
 it to Hillyard 
to look over. 
If Hillyard 
had found everything in 
order, then 
President  Fullerton would 
have  signed the lease allowing  the
 credit 
union to 


















 from housing 
facilities 
operated  
by the CSU system 
and









 and impai. I study ' 
Dan Buerger. executive 










 had not received
 any-
thing regarding the lawsuit. 
The
 next step for Spartan City
 resi-
students 
on the waiting list and 












lure 1,1 I/111,11i hind,. 
III t 01111C01011 V1 ili 
dents is 
to 




 to stop the 
closing ot 
Spartan City,




 Fujioka. a lawyer 
from legal 
aid 
representing  Spartan 
City residents. 
Fullerton decided to 
close  Spartan 
City 























 a person 
with  children." 
he 
said 
"We're  saying SJSU has
 to he 
measured
 
by the `. 




RESIGN front page I 
Students director of student sers ices
 
Aiu said 










 much of his 
time.
 
"He did a very 
conscientious  
lob,
 he was a fair leader and I'm sorry 
It,
 see him step down,"
 Student 
Union Director 
Ron  Barrett said. 
Chargin, who has 
been  on 
SUBOD  for the 
past  four semesters 




 will now 
head  the Rec 
Center  
committee
 for Aiu. 
"It's important that a chairman 
keep abreast 
of
 the issues,"  Aiu said. 
"And (think Susan can do that 
much better." 
Amu said his 
grades
 hay e silt 
fered 
because of 








By resigning and working  only 
as vice 
chairman,
 he feels he will
 be 
able to focus on his studies.
 
"It's 
a great experience, but 
there's a lot of 
responsibility," Aiu 
said of his 
SUBOD duties. 
"Running 
the meetings and 
speaking
 out  you're dealing with 
some 
pretty powerful 
people."  he 
said. 
Aiu said he will remain
 on the 
Rec Center 
committee
 hut only as a 
member.
 
Chargin, a junior 
accounting 
major,  said she
 and Aiu had dis-
cussed his 













lawyers)  haven't seen any 
justification for the 
termination  of 
this
 
housing." he said. 
Stuart Wilson. 
attorney  for the resi-
dents,
 said there are no 
current plans for 
the land








"we want to 
establish  that SJSLI 
has 
a moral responsiblility to fulfill the 




co-chairman of the 
Spartan
 City Families 
Association. 
When 













Chargin said she enjoy s Norkint: 
with the hoard and looks forward to 

















a part ill our 
AIDS awareness campaign at
 
((('IX. It 
was a community service protect." said 
Darcy 




ployee at KI'l X 
"The
 campaign included docu-
mentaries.
 a news series and many pub-
lic service 
announcements."  said 
Provo.
 
She said the pamphlet was 
distrib-
uted 




around  San Francisco. 
"We started this series at a time 
when the population didn't know that 
much about AIDS We have made
 
peo-




campaign." she said 
This panicular pamphlet has been 
distributed
 to many schools, from the el-
ementary level to junior 
colleges  and 




the San Francisco AIDS 
Foundation.
 
'The 'AIDS Lifeline' pamphlet is 
by far 
our most popular. We've sent over 






so popular hecause it is gen-
eral 
population




 about AIDS," she 
said.
 
The pamphlet is also printed in 
Spanish and Chinese. 
The leaflet explains what 
AIDS is. 
what causes it and the basic symptoms.
 
The San Francisco AIDS Founda-
tion has mailed more than 1.4 
million
 
pieces of information all over the coun 
try,
 since 
July'  I. 
Admission and
 Records mailed 
about
 30,000 
registration  forms to the 
campus population,  and included in 
every
 one was a pamphlet. 
Admissions  and Records interim di-
rector Kathy Amirdash said these 
mail-
ings are common. 
"We 
are the only office on campus
 
that does major mailings, so we help or-





has to do 
with stu- 
Records
 do about 10 big 
mailings  during 
dent policy.
 changes,  university decisions two semesters. 
or 
health issues has been included in our 
"We 




said. Spartan Shops and 
measles immunize -






 she said 
or.
 Robert Latta 















 by the insignia 
you  wear 
as
 a member of the 
Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus
 on the left . 
means  you re part of a health care 
system 
in which educational 
and 
career advancement








means  you command respect as 
an Army






write:  Army Nurse 
Opportunities,
 P.O. Box 771i.
 
Clifton,  NJ 
07015.  Or call 














The 75 families now living 
at Spar-
tan City 






 association wrote a let-
ter to the 
board




the hoard's May agenda in an 
effort  to 
get recognition of its problem by. the 
trustees.
 
At a meeting with 
Spartan City resi-
dents last month, 
Fullerton  said 31 could 




children  to share 
apannicrit,  at Spartan 









 at Spartan 
Village 
would he restricted
 because both 
resi-
dents
 would have to 
be
 full-time stu-




















students  would 
not  be 
allowed 
















legal  fees,  John-
son said 
















 page I 
the construction of the Student Union 
Recreation  and Events





























































































 on the 
north.  
, The citizens of San Jose will 
evaluate the merits of closing East San 
Carlos Street 
between
 Fourth Street and 
Tenth Street in the next few years. 
Barrett 
said the money had been ex-
pected since Sonneman had said previ-
ously he would donate the money. 
"Certainly,  we appreciate it," Bar-
rett said. - 
"It is a very 
helpful. It's a nice 
thing he 
did,  but that money will go to 
help the students." 
Sonneman said during his 
efforts  to 
downgrade the San 
Carlos Street. the 
issue 
was raised by city planners and 
members
 of the 
community.  
He thinks that landscaping of Ninth 
Street
 would go a long way in shoring up 
better relations with these 
groups.  
"It's
 really ugly 
to have to have an 
asphalt  street as compared 
to a land-










2.((X) dolphins. mainly fe-
males and babies, 
have





days,  a hiologist said 
'the 
dolphins'
 bodies have been 
found in the water 
and on shore near 
hacare,




miles northeast of Rio de Janeiro. 
said Eliana SiMati, 
coordinator  of the 
Esish Deyelopment Superintendency.
 
"We have no idea what has 
caused
 the mass death," Simas told 
the Associated Press 
in a telephone 
interview Tuesday front Salvador. 
230
 miles from 
Itacare.  
"We only found out about this 
late Tuesday and can't even speculate 
before water and specimen tests are 












































































































































































































Reynolds  Toyota 
3800
















Penske  Toyota 








750W. Capitol Expressway 
(408) 
267-0500 
San  Mateo 
Mike
 Harvey Toyota 









Santa  Clara 










































































 If you've 
received  a verifiable job offer, we




off to a great startwith a brand-new Toyota. 
Toyota Motor 
Credit Corporation 
and  your partici-
pating
 Toyota dealer 
are  now making it 




 deserve with two Class 
of '87 "quick 




qualify,  you can buy or lease a 
new  Toyota and  generally no down payment
 or 
security    
deposit will be required! What's 
more,  we can even process your loan within 24 hours.** See 
your  





 a current driver's 
license
 and proof of employment
 or job 




 to bring along 
any bank or credit
 card numbers. Once you're 
approved,
 
you can take 
your choice of the 
most exciting line of new cars and trucks Toyota has ever offered, 
including  the 
all -new
 Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback.
 
So come on 
down to your participating Toyota dealer today. Fill out an application, and then buy 
or lease





 must be completed
 by 
June 30,1987 




Standard  Bed Truck,
 model 8200, based 
on 
manufacturer's 
suggested retail price. 
48 monthly payments 





















 is not more 
than the Toyota manufacturer's 
suggested retail price,  plus the 
cost of factory -installed 
optional 




 approvals M -F. 8 
30-5  00 
Proof of 
insurability
 required and 
no adverse credit history 
Employment to begin within 120 
days of loan approval date 
'Amounts may
 vary according to 
location,  actual dealer price may 
vary 
Toyota Corolla FX16 GT-S Littback 
TEST-DRIVE  A 


















Come in and test-
drive any new Toyota   
before June 30,1987, 
and 
show us your 
student  ID 
card!' We'll mail 










ID's are eligible 
' Limit 
one per person 









Toyota Standard Bed Truck
 






From  Life 













while  supplies last 
L_   
Bring  this 
coupon
 to your 
participating  
Toyota 
dealer  for 







mail  you a 
Toyota Class
















Daily  staff 
photographer  
Verha Buena !Ugh School





 Pat NIullen 
demonstrates 
glass 
blowing.  'Fire 
presentation












By Julie Laffrenzen 
Daily staff writer 
Freshmen from N'erha Buena High 
School
 in San  











eyed and eager 
for
 "A Date With
 
State." 






ties and Arts, the day -long 
"date" ex-
cursion included art demonstrations,  a 













 you gotten 
my permission







Verba  Buena 
Iligh
 
concert choir. and a 
performance  of a 
portion 
ot a play in the 
theatre Arts De-
partment 
This is an Mort 
to
 recruit minority 







the event and assn.
-
tam 
I hc -sue 
mate
 dean of the 
School 4,t 
Humanities  Mid Ans. 
The inaM goals ot the  task force are 
to 
increase  minority student 
recruitment  
to the School
 of flumanit ie. and Arts
 and 
to tiring 
more  (A 0111C11 and minority 
lac,
 
414 members  into the school, Kennedy 
said.
 
The task force consists of about 40 
student
 volunteers and about 15 
volun-
teers front the 
faculty and community, 
she said. 
The Yerha Buena students, all rec-
ommended
 by their teachers or by 
their  
school
 club advisers. will by 
tracked
 by 
the university during their high 
school  
careers. said 
Dora Amezquita,  counselor 
and 
director  of the task hoc.: at Yerba 
Buena
 High. 
They will he 
invited to attend 
workshops and 
programs  at SJSU 
during 
their four
 years at Yerba Buena 
in an ef-














 this is 
the second 
year  the task 
force  has had 
freshmen visit
 campus. 
Kennedy  said. 




 said they 
have
 been working with SJSU
 on the 
project since the 
beginning
 of the year. 
"They contacted 





donated by the school dis-
trict and 
we
 all came over here at 8 a.m. 
"These kids are so 
excited.  They 
y.ttuld 
come  up to me all 
week  asking. 
'Have you gotten my permission dip 
yet? Am I going?' This is the 
first  time 
on a college campus for a lot of them. 




is like and what goes on," she 
said.  
Atocispitla said many 
of
 the stu-
dents will be 
starting  from scratch, learn-
ing what majors and minors are 
and how 
college is different from high school. 
The excursion, which cost the stu-














position.  she 
said. 
Food was





 San Jose Kiwanis, and 
student  
and faculty members 
volunteered
 their 
time. Kennedy said. 
51S11 sophomore Peter
 Bedard, last 
year's  event coordinator, showed up as a 
student volunteer this year. Besides
 help-
ing with the activities, Bedard 
is assis-
tant director
 of "A Midsummer
 Night's 
Dream."
 the play the students saw part
 
of during the afternoon's events. 
The Santa Clara County Office 
of 
Education  provided funding for the
 coor-
dinators and materials used
 during the 
day, she said 
Other funding 
needed  came fnmi 
the university, she 
said. 




a.m. with a 
short  speech from Fred 





























































 Arts and Humanities. 
"You're an important group of 
young people," he told the 67 freshmen 
gathered in the Music Auditor-
ium. "You've been singled out by what 
other people see in you. 
You've
 already 
gained  the respect of 
others.''
 
From there, the students, divided 
into three groups, went off to the Art 
Building for demonstrations in the Art 
Quad. the Master's Gallery and the in-
dustrial design classmom. Graffiti artist 
Claude Ferguson lectured in the bright 
sunlight of the quad as two of his street 
art students sprayed paint on canvas be-
hind him. 
"Young people usually like graffiti 
art," Ferguson said. 
A performance 
try
 the tan sinvers 




 Then the groups
 split up 
to attend 
a computer presentation in 













interests."  Kennedy said. "They 
plug in their interests
 and the computer 
them if they 
should  go into interior 
design, or whatever. 
Lunch was then held in the barbe-
cue pits near the Central Classroom 
Building, followed 
by a dance presenta-
tion
 and the section
 of "A Midsummer
 
Night's Dream" in the Theatre Arts De-
partment. 





 Bedard said 





quita praised the task 
force's  efforts. 
"I have been to a 
number  of tours 
(at  other universities.) This one 
was
 the 
best organized," she said. 
"Thc students seem to enjoy them-
selves," Kennedy said. adding she 












By Julie Laffrenzen and 
Elisha Arnone 
Daily
 staff writerDaily 











dent  Claude 
Ferguson  
prepared
 to give a 













































students  from 
a class he 
teaches
 at 
the San Jose 
Museum  of Art. 
"There is mystery and 
romance  in 
graffiti art," Ferguson said. 
Since it is illegal, a lot of the 
glam-






fascination  as 
artists  Nexus 
Ortiz and 
Fijay  Johnson 
worked
 on their 
piece, using 
hold hot pinks,
 vivid greens 
and electric 




started  in New 
York in 
about 1972. 
Ferguson  said. A great deal 
of 
it was "tagging," 
which 




 off their 
names  on 
buildings around town. 
However, 
as






 mode called 
"writing"
 emerged.
 This is 
the true art-
istry of graffiti. 
Ferguson  said. 
"Graffiti 
artists
 are called 
'writers' 
instead of 




"Writers  are the 
ones
 doing the 
artwork." 
C'olor was added by writers wield-
ing
 spray paint cans around 1974 and 
1975. Also around this time, there was a 




The police would come in to wash 
graffiti murals off buildings and subways 
almost as soon 
as
 writers finished their 
work, but the 
writers would be back the 
very next day to do their
 work over 
again, he said. 




 sanctioned as an art form 
by 
the San 
Jose Museum of Art, Ferguson 
teaches graffiti writing as part of a class 
in street art at the museum,  he
 said. 
"We're working on a building now 
at I I th and Taylor streets," 
he said. 
The building,
 which had been de-
faced by taggers. was given to
 the street -
art program by the Community Im-
provement Agency of San Jose so the 
graffiti writers could replace the vandal-
ism with a mural, he said. 
"Taggers don't mess with a piece 
done by writers," Ferguson said. 
The work gives a positive social 
message
 against drugs and drinking to 
the youths
 of the area, as opposed 
to the 
negative  image of graffiti 





Other work done 
by
 Ferguson in-
cludes  an entire store at 19th and Julian 





































sonal SUM tens E. I. 
operation is 
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ream 
down 
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at age 11 
11. 
lohn N Galardi 









tranchwee plays a 
integral role 
in
























t ustomer servo e, 
jih 
others  the oppor 
made  
his  hot 
dog  
tunits to sutreed 
stand  A 
suit  ess 

















restaurant or retail 
a last 
tood 
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 APRIL 27. 
Foy 
turItter  





































 hinds is to 
he

















































































Tuesday  . 
making
 it 







tennis  team beat 
West
 Valley 6-3 in last
 
home
 match of 
the  season 







 Date ... 
. 
. . in 
1965  
Spring is here 
Any doubts 
about  the tact were 
dispelled  Wednesday 
night at I I th 
and  San Antonio streets, where
 the first Welt' 
fight ill the season 
took place. 
There are as many versions of what happened
 as there 
were
 
participants  and 
spec 










. . . in 1982 
The Student Union's longstanding
 "open to the conmiu 
nity 
policy has prompted some 
students  to complain that they 
can't play their 
favorite  v idol games. 
Some SJSU 
students have claimed that the
 video game, 
located in the games 
area
















 freshman complained. 
"this  little kid has 
10 quarter, on the machine
 and he is nest to play 



























































EF PO 8. 
952 S J 95108.














brochure  see AS 
OM.  or 
.11(408) 
371-6811  
WILL YOU GET A 
share  of 512 billion  
student aid 
fund
 in 87 or 88, 
Find out 
where  when and how
 to 
apply  DANA
 REPORT 55 
Stu-
dent 
Information  Center. P0 
Bon 
3463. Santa Clara
 Ca 95051 
AUTOMOTIVE  
74 CHEVY 
VEGA 706 Easy maint 





WE SELL IBM COMPATIBLE
 com-
puter XT complete system for 





cessories 4045 3rd Sr corner of 
San Salvador.
 295-1606 We ac 
cept Visa or 
MC
 
FOR  SALE 
FUTONS,' CREATE YOUR own living 
S
 sleeping space 
with  our futons 
pillows 
& frames Customs Fu-
tons 8 Pillows Pius. 900 S Win-
chester Blvd ibetwn Moorpark ft 
WilliarnsiSen Jose 796-6161 IV. 
Discount on futons w ad 
YOU 
CAN OWN A NEW GRAND 
DEL TA 10 -speed for less than 
585 MHC Bicycle Sales 
offers  
low-cost transportation needs for 
the student Ail sales final 30 day 
guarantee Days 942-7736 Eves 












AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING, 
Summer 
Career'








ART 8. DRAMA 
SPECIALIST  needed 
for a 
summer line arts day camp 
In





984-3257 Slerts al 55 95 hr 
DAY CARE RESPITE WORKERS
 
needed to work w disabled chit, 
dren E. required Mary Kate 
554-9591 
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Part time -Avis
 
Rent A Car




at it s San Jose Airport 
location Please apply at 1455 
NE Airport Blvd between Earn 
and 4prn Monday through Friday 
EARN 5400-5600 per 
month  part -lime 
52000-66000 lull time Call Mike al 
 354-7879 
BARN 5200-5250 CASH WEEKENDS 
Muniplans  DANA Report $4 
Stu-
dent Information Center P0 
Boa 
3463. 
Santa  Clara Ca 95051 
IARN
 
$100 to $500 and more weakly 
Horneworkers needed for com-
pany project Work 
in your spare 
time For furthet 
information
 rush 
stamped sell addressed envelope 
to JIM Mallcompany 
P0
 Box 25. 
Cast... Ca 91310
 
RN $19010 WO and more weekly 
Horneworkers needed for corn -
4 party project Work in your spare 
1 
Ie.  For 
further  information rush 
@noosed self addressed envelope 
to JIM Mallcompany. P0 Box 24 
Castel,
 Ca 91310 
liNCYCLOPEDIA SALES' Map your 
own prosperity earn $240
 per 
sale plus additional incentive
 
payment We offer a complete line 
of educational products We offer 
free video training For an inter-
view 
cell
 Mr Mead at 241-3795 
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is 
screPting
 
applications for bustler and 
wager lunch end dinner Good 
student job 
Coll 280-6161






 at Camp 
Wayne 





















































































































































 for Spring 
8. 
Summer work 
If accepted you 
will 
earn  S11 












 equal  
$470  No 
cap
 is needed 
because
 of our in-
tensive




 Good math 
& reading skills 








allowed  during 
final 
exams  in 

























breaks full time 
work
 is awed 
Cell
 today for info 8 an 
Interview 
or call




275-9885  II the line
 is busy 
please be patient 8 
try again An 
eq.I opportunity 
company  
PART  TIME 
JOBS"'  We 
market  auto 
club 







 57 to 





ence for your resume





















young  adults who 
went 
e career In the 
MODELING  
profession  Cell Howard 
for fur -
'her info 723-4096 
San 
Jose  s finest athletic club 
has  
II 









OFFICERS,"  Full 
lime part 
time all shifts We will 
gain Apply 
in person Mon -Fri 
Slam.4prn 
260 Meridian Ave San 
Jose call 286-5880 
SUBSTITUTE  TEACHERS AIDE" 
Car-
ing  for children 2-5 yrs 
near
 cam-
pus 53 50 
Sr




time Flexible hours 
54 hr to sled commission
 8 
bonus A national carpet 
cleaning
 
company is looking for 
enthuslar 
tit persons to help 




TELEMARKETING. START TODAY' 
Work in a 
friendly  atmosphere 
We 
will
 train you to make top
 S 
Est, S5 25 hour 
plus bonuses 
and nightly incentives
 We want 
motivated
 enthusiastic people 
Monday
 through Friday  from 4 30-
9pm and Saturday 10 to 3pm With 
right person hours can be flexi-
ble 
Call  378-3382 ask tor KIM 
TG1 FRIDAY 
s RESTAURANT now hir-
ing waiter sssss & line cooks 
Apply in person btwn 2-4 
wkdys  
10343N 
Wolfe  Rd Cupertino 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING, Near San 
Jose State for students Don t 
hassle parking walk to school
 
tree utilities monthly disc 
Fully 




 service Shared or 
single rooms 
evallable  OBI. 72 
N 
5th
 St .11998-0234 
LARGE BDRM w walk in closet Avail-
able now to 1 or 2 people In luxury 
apt CHEAP Brian 247-81325 




2 block  to 
college 
non-smokers only call 297-7679 
for
 appointment 
ROOM FOR RENT M 
F to share Willow 








0 share 4 
bdrrn 
houm w 3 girls large
 rm 
w own 
bthrrn wall, in closet se...leen 
trance 






 call days 
432-1727 
4253 eves 793-3507 
SJSU
 AREA 2br 
lb.
 
new carets, palm 
clean remodld 










2 mil. NORTH of cam-
pus 
$425 mo has oaf.
 on I stu-
dy 
bdnn 
for one> Call 2158-
E647 








 bees 1 bed 
apt
 with 2 big baths 





 bldg Call 
287-5316  867 0642 
Make Fall re. 
ervetion  now also. 
3 BORM HOUSE 
It?






smokers only  
$750 mo 1st 8 




 bldg Perking 
walk 
to SJSU 5625 ma de-




CONDO  style 1 bedroom Avail 
able 
tor mature person Long term 
preferred
 Must be ...oily re-
sponsible.  clean quiet and sober 
only
 551-553 S 6111 Sr 
253-
0989707-2077 after
 5pm $450 
SINGLE OCCUPANCY 
1920  DECORATOR APARTMENT" 
CONDO style 1 bedroom Avail 
able for mature person Long term 
preferred  Must be financially re 
soon.ble
 clean quiet 
and sober 


















270-3774 or 629-7724 SH-21 1 M 
F New 
unadvertised  break 
through.
 
EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE" 
First-class metaphysical counsel-











 compatibility and 
profound
 Insights Mto life dynam-
ics and your 
souls
 path I neve 
been in private practice 
as. Pro-
fessional Psychic Consultant and 
Astrologer since 1970 
and use a 
vast array of techniques 
in sm., 
ing you A single 
selmlon does 
the job-iarnazingly







 nces Carol Willis 
II A Call 
14081






 workshops cl   
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to 
live with sincere handicapped 
men Went to establish a lasting 
relationship'  
Plea. cell 




 RELAXATION Stressed 
out,,, Come to the only nom. -





line solution Your body forgets 
the water The muscles that 
usually hold you against gravity 
can now Let
 Go, The experience 








 the experience 
feeling you ve been vacationing 
for a week in Maul Call now for
 
n-
or better still as a first 
time floater call Or an appoint -
01e01 and bring 
this ad tor s 25.. 
discount a float 
for  130 
TRAN-
QUILITY PLACE 445 Washington 
SI Santa Clara. Ca 14081 243-
7200 











For information call Mlle' at 294-
83 
II 
IF YOU ARE PREGNANT and 
consid-






ing All calls 
confidential.  ex-





CREDIT" NO rredlt check' 
No interest charges, You are eligi-
ble' Unlimited credit line with full 




more FREE information please 
write National Horne Shoppers 
Box 903513 San Jose. Cs 95109 
KAPPA 
DELTA PLEDGES' We love all 
twenty of you, Was the FASTER 
BUNNY good to you, I luv you 
Amy' YBS 
SHARI 
FERNANDEZ'  Where are you, 
Are you dead, Call ma 
or serge 








my calls, I 
feel
 the same about 
you Pleas* talk to me' Your 
SNICKER -BAR BOY 
TO OUR FAVORITE ATO  
Thanks  for 
a great Spring brnkTAU-HOE 87 
fun like ewes never 
had Wore 
See you TONIGHT center stag* 











accepting patients for FREE in-




















six months & 
are
 20-55 
years  old 
please call
 the college at 
14081244-8907  1401 
BARE IT ALL. Stop 
shaving  waxing 
tweezing or using 














 before  June 1 
1987




Unwanted  Hair Disappears 
With 
My Care Gwen Chelgren 
R E 5593500 1645 5 Bascom 
Ave *C Hall Today




 YSIS Clear 
expla 




flats Mlistic a ZBS Research
 
Assoc 015) 349-0407 
EDITORIAL 









EERIE. Is that ELECTRONIC DE 
SIGN PROJECT due and you have 
no 
resources
 for ideas or what to 
build,  SHI Electronics is coin-
mitted to offer low cost consult-
ing needs for the student Cell
 
days 942-7736.




ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC" ON 
WANTED HAIR removed forever 
Confidential 135 S Baywood 
Ave 
San Jose cell 247-7486 for 
appointment  
KEYS MADE LOCKOUTS opened
 
re 
keying. locks LI deedbolls in 
stalled.  master keying Call 9 00 
0600 Mon thru Sal 'Sun by 
appl only) licensed -bonded -mo-
bile 10v. discount on labor with 
this 
ad Special rates for senior 
citizens.




ANYTIME' Call Ron 
Evergreen Locksmith & 
Security Services. 270-3277 San 
Jose
 An work guaranteed 
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree Michel formerly 
of XSJS 
You ve got the party we ve got 
the 
music, Michel Productions 
provides a 
wide variety of music 
for your 
wedding party or dance 
at reasonable fetes Call
 Desiree 
or Phil al 249-2820 432-5333 
PROFESSIONAL
 WEDDING PHOTOG-




Budget and deluxe 
prok.ges  





you mention this ad 
For 
FREE
 appointment call 
Paul  
Smith 
Photography  .1 254-1329 
WEDDING 
PHOTOGRAPHY





 A variety 
of
 packages to 
choose
 from all 
reasonably priced 
By appoint-
ment 14081 259-5941 
TYPING 
AAAA  ACCURACY ACHIEVEMENT 
ACCOUNTABILITY ACKNOWL-
EDGEABLE in typing that s tops 
trust Tony 296-2087 Thanks 
St SO per page double spaced 
Available seven days weekly 
Quick turnaround All wort, gum 
ante. Thanks 




Word processing  
at Its bast Have 
done own masters
 thesis Expert 
enced in resumes letters theses,  
professional back-up 8 group 
projects No job too small or too 




 PAPER every time Ex, 
Ferenced  professional word pro-
cessing
 papers
 theses re 




Guaranteed work Only 10 min 







A BEST PAPER when we ve word -
processed It' Professional typing 
famine of your term papers 
g
Bloom  County 
-4/C.P IT GE-I 
'144T















































































































theses, letters whatever Guar 
anteed eacellence Experienced 
word processors,  dependable 





















PJ al 923-2309 
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -923 
8461 Art. STUDENT DISCOUNT 
All formats lAPA. MLA, Turabian 
etc land group projects welcome 
Free spell check and disk storage 
Experienced thesis and publica-
tion typist Standard and
 micro -
cassette  transcription Word pro-
cessing 
instruction available 9  to 




AWARD WINNING typist 10 min-
utes from
 SJSU 10 years caper, 
ence typing research papers.  
manuscripts  tape transcription 
and 
will meet all deadlines Hourly 
rates Work guaranteed Jane al 
251-5942
 
APA format term paper, thesis wel-
comed 10 
years typing word pro -
ceasing reap
 l.etren quality print -




 around available Stu-
dents receive
 discount with 113 
Access Dale 




A -PLUS TYPING 12 years experience 













 Available noon days 
a 
week
 Call Tom al 292-4096 
BEARABLE 
WORD  PROCESSING 
Term papers theses book menu 
scripts 
resumes
 cover letters 
merging lists
 etc Minor editing 
available Free dish
 storage Sal 
isf action 








 typing and 
word processing availeble seven 
deys a week Academic business
 
and personal typing welcome 
Call 365-1012 
BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL, Two 
linger typing got you down' Then 
call Gad at A WORD OR TWO for 
quality typing of reports and 
theses









 group protects resumes 




Per page and hourly rates Alma-
den Branham area Free disk Stor-






KIN()  WORD PROCESSING' 
All types of 
papers all lengths 
5150 page typing 8 spelling dou-
ble space St 85 page typing IL 
full
 
proof-reading  Campbell area 




atonal student typist and skilled 
word processor Dependable and 
fast' Perfect finished documents 
from 
laser printer 
I no typos 
whiteout  etc 
I 
SI 
50 per pegs 
Call Sharon
 
at 358-2717 (To my 
repeal clients call to reserve time 
fOr
 your projects before end -al -
semester rush Is 
on.)
 
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 266-
9448
 Former English major can 
assist w grernmar vocabulary 







Campbell) also resumes cover 
let legible copy please Students 
and faculty 
welcome
 Willow Glen 





research  papers 
theses 8. dissertations 'Campbell 





covet & tollow tip 
letters 
manuscripts





 copy edit lit re-
quested) 












processing needs Ter& papers 
reports resumes 







formals APA Free 
disk  stor-
age SPELCHEK 
puncluetion  and 
grammar
 assistance All work 
guaranteed 
Professional.
 quick & 
dependable service el AFFORDA-
BLE RATES.. Call Pam al 
247  
2681 (Santa Claret Further sae. 
ings with referrel 
discounts.  
PROCESS
 IT WRITE. Faculty and
 sty. 
dents
 can rely on accurate 
timely production
 of newsletters 
reports
 
resumes  publications.  
manuscripts  correspondence 
dc Will 
aid  in grammar spelling 
punctuation 
For prompt
 7 day 
response leave message for 
Pamela at 280.1821
 
PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term pa 
pars
 theses and dissertations 
Help with organization grammar 
and
 punctuation Plaits. call 551-
0650 
RESUMES... Distinctive and Profes-
sional We write and print your re-
sume presenting your 
qualifica-
tions in a way that 
gets  you the 
lob
 Letter quality laser printing 
Cover letters and 
envelopes  also 
avail Rea.neble
 rates Student 
discounts Call us' Dion 
Ruttiness  
Communications
 at 986,1602 
SUCCESS ENTERPRISES PROFES 
SION AL typing and 
business  
services  Fast reasonable and
 
near
 university Call 







 II business rimy 
ices Fast
 ressonable and near 
university










around  Reasonable rates 
Call
 
257-4333 or visit at 4255 Williams
 
Rd 
Suite  #24 San Jose 
TERM PAPERS RESUMES" Need 
help, Call SOS' 
Word Pro 
cesIng Spell Check Lefler Oust 







 choice of paper 
Esperionced






REASONABLE  RATES" 
Santa Clara area
 Call Patti at 246-
5633 
TYPING $200 page resume 55 11 up 









 3rd Sr corner
 of 










French Spanish 14081 
371-8220 
WORD 
PROCESSING'  Term papers 
repo. etc Students. faculty  
Fast 
accurate  Convergent loc.
 
lion oft 1280 
Leigh












mass  melting. 
spell check etc 
Reasonable
 
rstes  Call K & R Desktop Serv-
ices at 274.7671











TYPING  AND SECRETARIAL 
SERVICES Fast accurate work 
...be seven
 days




















 Five Extra 
Day Days Days 






























 $760 $135 
I ach Additional
 Line
 Add $ 80 





























lost & Found 
Computers 




























City  8 State
 
Enclosed  is $  
For 
 Phone_ 




SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH TO 
SPARTAN
 DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State 
University
 
San Jose, California 
95192 
Classified Des* Locata Outside MOOS 
Hours 9 00 A M 
lo 3 30 P 
 
Deadline  
Two  days 
prior  to publication 
 Consecutive publication
 dates only 
  No refunds






















friends  and I graduated 
from 
high
 school, we 
all took part-time
 
jobs to pay for college. 




 in long hours
 
for little pay. 
Not me. My job takes just one 
weekend 





$18,000  for college. 
Because I joined 
my




 the people who help our 






They're  also an 
important
 






I'm  helping them do such 
an important job, 



























Not to mention 
my
 monthly Army 
Guard paychecks.
 They'll add up 
to 
more than 






if I take out a college loan, the 
Guard will help 
me pay it backup to 
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
 





 a little of my time. 
And that's 
a heck of a better deal 
than 










YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER 
FOR 
DETAILS,  CALL TOLL -FREE 




Hawaii:  737-5255; Puerto 




 773-6438: New Jersey: 








Government  as represented by 





 TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton,





AREA CODE PHONE 
 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OCCUPATION  
STUDENT 0 HIGH SCHOOL 0 COLLEGE 
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 one of today's 
most  
popular comic strips 
has  made the 
jump Inun the pages of 
newsprint to 














terson, are now 
compiled  for a solid 
night of giggles into a single book
 ap-
propriately  titled 
"Calvin  and 
Hobbes" (Andrews.
 McMeet, and 




unfamiliar  with the 
lovable pair. Calvin is a 
high-spirited  
and 





 who explores 
the 
world  with 
his constant companion,  a stuffed 
tiger named Hobbes. 
Together
 the two 
battle 
against  the evil 





monsters  that 
hide under their
 bed, and dnve Cal-
vin's parents nearly up the wall.
 
Its Calvin's lively and entertain-
ing 





 how many people 








 is an example of the light-
hearted
 humor that Wanerson creates: 
Calvin:
 Ilk) you know where ba-
bies come from? 
Hobbes: Nopc. 
Calvin: Well. I wonder
 how one  
finds
 out! 
 Hobbes: Here let me sec the back 
01 jour shirt. 
Hobbes  
checks
 the tag 
on the back of ('alvin's  collar) 
Hobbes: You came from Taiwan. 
The 
cartoon,  























The book is selling extremely 









books sold out within a 
week. The second shipment was
 gone 
in one day. she said. 
"Garfield
 and Domesbury had 
their 
time
 limits -- it's Calvin and 
Hobbes' turn," Pimentel
 said. 
The book is 
currently
 out of 
stock at the store and on back order 





 printing, she said. 
B. Dalton 
bookstores
 in the Val-
ley Fair and Oakridges Malls also re-
port 
swift  sales





waiting for new shipments of the 
book.
 
Although the cartoon is focused 
toward adults. it is fine for family 
reading as there are no there four-let-
ter words or double-entendres. Par-
ents 
might be concerned however 
about Calvin's references to flameth-
rowers as toys, squid eyeball sand-




Murderer  of Central High." 
The book is a must have for
 those 
already fans of Calvin and Hobbes. 
For people who haven't been intro-
duced to the cute couple, it's 
worth  
checking out. if you can get a copy. 
Calendar 
Thc San Jose Poetry
 Center will 
hold a special gala dinner for Galway 
Kinnell. the Pulitzer Prize winning 
poet tonight at Eulipia in San Jose. 
Tickets are $30. Reservations can be 
made by calling the
 center at 277-
2834.
 
   
Two lectures on the Mayan cul-
ture will be presented on April 29 at 
7:30 p.m. in the ALBA Latin -Amen -
can Museum in San Jose. The present-
ers will include Erin Goodwin, a San 
Jose State University
 art professor and 
Fr. Francisoco 
Ornclas.
 Donations of 
$12 will be requested and proceeds 
from 
the
 evening will go to support 
Maya comunity 
development  in 
southern Mexico and the ALBA 
1.atin-American
 Museum. Call 288-
7202 for information. 
   
San
 Jose Stage Company 








Fridays at 8 p.m., 
Saturdays  
at 5:30 and 9 p.m. There
 is also a Sun-
day 
matinee scheduled on  May 3 at 2 
p.m. 'rickets  are







 'rickets for stu-
dents and seniors arc $6. Call 293-
2 I 10 for information. 
 
  
The San Jose Civic
 Light Opera 
will present 
"The Sound of Music" 
from 
May 8 through May 
17 at the 
San Jose 
Center for the Performing 
Arts. Call the San Jose 
Civic Light 
Opera Box Office




Entertainer  supplement is an 
arts/entertainment  
guide that 
appears  each Thursday 











Cover Photo by John B. Lawrence 
The
 Sonora No. 7  Felton's Roaring Camp and 
Big Tree 
Narrow -Gauge Railroad uses 200 gallons of water which 













 reach its dramatic 
peak in the nine
-month -long 
. I is i 
light Zone'. trial . 
No matter what the 
final verdict 
is on this 
involuntary  manslaughter 
case, the motion picture industry will 
change.
 
Perhaps for the better. 
Director John I andis. special 
effects supervisor Paul  
Stewart, 
associate
 producer George Folsey Jr.. 
production manager Dan Allingham 




 in the deaths of Vic 
Morrow, 53, Myca Dinh
 
I.e. 7, and 
Renee Chen, O. 
The three were killed while 
filming a Vietnam War scene for 
"Twilight lone: The Movie" in July 
1982. A helicopter, flying over 





 to deliver 
their closing arguments 
this
 week. 




 presentations  most likely 
in classic Hollywood style,  the 
kind 




























One could almost 
hear the 
unmistakable theme to "Perry 
Mason" as one waits for the climactic 
announcement  of the verdict. 
The
 defense contends
 that special 
effects
 operator lames 
Camomile  
mistakenly  set off the explosions
 that 
caused the 
helicopter  to crash. 
However,  
prosecuters
 say that 
the film makers 
did  not take adequate 
steps  to ensure 
safety  for the 
actors.
 
If convicted, the 
five  film makers  
could 
be sentenced to up six 
years  in 
prison.
 
No matter what 
the  outcome, the 
trial will serve as a 
ghostly  reminder 









makers also have the 
responsibility of ensuring the safety of 
actors, 
stuntmen
 and others involved 
in a production.
 









Maybe  thcj 
won't 
rely so much on special effects 
and breathtaking stunts to make their 
movies.
 
Audiences are getting tired or 
countless  high-speed car chases,  
people jumping off of buildings, 
bloody death scenes, 
machine  gun 
shootords and exploding bombs.
 
Instead






 film makers can 
resort to 
better 












 the results of the 
trial 
is a difficult 
(Inc
 to 
make.  One 
may say 
that the tragedy was an 
accident 
that
 the five 
defendants  could 
not foresee. 
On the 
other hand, one may 
contend that the actors' 
lives  should 
not have been 








industry  will learn 
a sad 
lesson  
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models  fashions 
designed by 
artists at a 
wearable 
art















people go to an art show 
and wander around the various objects 
on display. Nut how about an art show 




assistance  of several 
models, 
art was moved around the au-
dience. It was a wearable art invitatio-
nal show held at 
Artisan's
 gallery in 
Santa
 Cruz on April 12  
The showings included
 the art of 
12 Bay Area 





 the art shovt n were
 hand -
painted and airbrushed





quilted  garments. 
A 
majority  of the 
clothing was 
surprisingly 
conservative.  Most 
women 
would 
probably  not feel un-
comfortable






 some very 
unusual pieces 
displayed. A couple of 
the 
more  outrageous pieces 
were  two 
fantasy  swithwear pieces




 a fuscia one-piece 
bath-
ing suit and 




 had plenty 
of netting 
material attached  
to the suits to make 
it 
difficult to get a tan, hut not 
enough 
to hide 
anything  from curious
 sight-
seers. 




















premiere of a multi-
media theater concert told entirely 
through the words and music of Bob 




Dylan's works have influenced 
the music industry 
since  he began his 
career at age 21. The project is
 the
 re-
sult of a former film student's desire 
to combine the meaning and influence 
inspired by the singer's career. 
"Dylan: Words and Music- is 
billed as a multi -media musical be -
Cause it combines Dylan's music,  an 
actor's interpretation of his works and 
a multi -projector
 show. 
"The whole format is ground-
breaking because it combines a live 
concert
 plus the intimacy of an actor 
and the variety
 of film,- said Peter 
Landecker, director and executive 
producer 
of
 the project. 
All music 
will  be performed live 
by a 
seven -member band,  but 
the  text 
of the 
play  was taken from 
writings, 
letters,
 poems,  and
 interviews 
of 
Dylan  throughout his 
career.  
Dylans 
writings and interviews 





 has performed 
on
 stage in New 
York and has














I.andecker  compiled 
the informa-
tion for the play
 which he began as 
a 
film student
 at the University
 of Cali-
fornia 










 he became tired of the 
false 
action 
of theater performarees. 
"I like one-man
 shows when the 
actor talks to the audience and it's 
all 
real 
life,"  he said. 
In 1981, he put a 
show  together 
inspired  by the music and words of
 the 
legendary 
folk  singer and portrayed 
the singer himself. 
'The show was well -received,
 
several
 Los Angeles producers called 
and said they liked 




 on when 
you 
do your own








they're  in at 







available  to 
them." 
After his production
 ran at 
UCI.A, 






 show and 
told him to contact his 
manager.  
"It took 
a couple of years to
 
get 
the rights to 
Dylan's  works. At 
one 
point
 hc rejected the script because he 
thought
 it was more legend.
 Now it 
combines legend 






 the multi -projec-
tor section of the 







companies  such as 
Apple  Comput-
ers,
 the Sierra 
Club
 and the San 
Fran-
cisco Zoo. 
Working  in the theater 
with 






all the visual effects, there 
'The 
whole  format is 
groundbreaking
 because 
it combines a live 
concert plus the 
intimacy
 of an actor 
and 
the variety of film.' 
 Peter landecker,
 










 words of 
Dylan, but I.andecker 
doesn't
 forsee 
that as a problem. 
The  words 
are
 stressed and the 
show is structured
 to enhance the 
words and ideas 
of
 Dylan's music. He 
once
 said "I am the words" and
 the 
goal of the 
production is to 
show who 
the man 
behind  the words 
really  is, 
1.andecker said. 
The show is scheduled to 
run 
Tuesdays 
through  Sundays 
from Ap61  
24 to May
 31, Bargain tickets are 

















are available at the 
'Zephyr 
Theater  box 
office.
 'Die theater 
is
 lo-
cated at 25 
Van  Ness Ave. at 
Market  
Street. 
chaef Clark,  agreed that the fashions 
she 
creates  are forms .9 wearable dri. 
"My attitude is the body is a 
palet and you 
design
 on it." she said 
It is 
also important that the 
clothes 
be wearable as well as fash-
ionable.
 
'My clothes are designed to 




wear  them to church, 










run from $75 to $375, is a stylish 
at ion . 
"I can't inake something 
twice  that's the whole fun of doing 
it." Clark said. I won't 
repeat it.' 
Other designers make many cop-
ies of their designs. 
Claire Russell of Santa Cruz . 







yancc." She often creates original de-
signs  that are limited in number such 
as 100 in  a series. 
Whenever Russell or her custom-
ers get bored of a style she usually 
takes that design out of her stock. 
"You have to keep the look fresh 
and the style fresh." she said. 
The "Art Apparel" will be on 
display through the 





located  at 1364 Pa-






















 of dance pertOr-
mances by 
Tandy  Beal will be 
pre-
sented 
on Saturday, May 
2 at 8 
p.m.
 at the SJSU 









 Board and the 
SJSU Theater 
Arts
 dance program. 
Beal,
 a dancer and choreogra-
pher, 
has  created more 
than 60 
dance and theater
 pieces since 
1971.
 She formed
 her own 
dance  
troupe 





ing group, The 
Company has re-
ceived awards and honiirs since its 
formation more
 than 10 years
 ago. 










 the Arts, 
the 
California  Arts 
Council.  the 





 and the Affiliate 
Artists pro-
gram. 
The dance studio theater is lo-
cated at the 
Spartan Complex. 
Room 219. Tickets for the perfor-
mance is $5 for students 
and $7 for 




 and at the Student 
Union Business 
Office.  Call 277-
3228
 or 
277-7807  for information. 
2 
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Two For One Tickets to Laugh valid 
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By Julie Laffremen 
History and 
the  natural beauty of the 
mountains  and redwoods in Felton are 
the 
main attractions at Roaring Camp
 and Big 
Trees 
Narrow Gauge Railroad. 
The featured performers
 arc the six 
steam -powered
 locomotives which carry 
passengers
 on a 
one -hour plus tour up to 
Bear Mountain. 
On this 
glitteringly  beautiful. bright
 




onstage at the 
Roaring  Camp depot 
preparing to 
carry  her 
five
 packed carloads 
of sightseers over 
the  mountains and 
through the woods. 
The 
big locomotive 
was imposing as 
she sat on the 
tracks,  waiting for the 
"high-
ball" 
signal from the 
conductor  to pull 
away from the station. 
She
































7. the Sonora. is th 
powerful  
locomotive










1911  to I 
specifically for 
logging.
 She looks g 
a lady
 of 75. 
The 
conductor  comes 
on 
o 










from Number 7's hug 
means the 












































where  the 
"highball,"  the 
conductor's 
signal  to 
move  forward,







system  of railroad 
tracks just 
to the left of 
Number  7. This system
 is tor 
the Santa
 Criu. Big Trees and
 Pacific Rail-
way 




 her five siblings.
 Santa 
Cm,,
 Big Trees and Pacific 
offers  historic 
excursions
 front Roaring 
Camp to Santa 
Crul.
 The line is in operation for only 
weekends and holidays. 
Daily  service for 
this
 line begins 
on



























back  to 


































tells about the 
huge, three-day
 
fire  "of 
mysterious
 origin" 








 from the 
train
 set the 








 as a si-
lent sentinel














 The train has 
to roll 






























 as shark's 
teeth were 
found 




















At Cathedral Gnive. a perfect
 circle of 
redwood trees
 
growing from the 
same
 net-
work of roots, two people 
dressed  in INgOs 
pioneer garb stop the 







 be careful. There are 
some
 rough characters in this neck of the 
woods. I heard some of them were hanging 
around
 this weekend," Boehm warned. 
Sure enough,  the rowdy characters ap-
pear just as the trains get to the Bear Moun-
tain picnic
 
area. "They look 
pretty  desper-
ate and some of them look befuddled by 
whiskey.'' Boehm exclaimed. 
Also dressed 
in pioneer fashions of 
the 1880s, the outlaws and the victims mix 
it
 up in a grand shoot-out complete with 
blank -firing 
guns.  The payroll box is 
blown open by one outlaw.
 




 of months. Oh, well,
 we're 
used
 to it,' ' mourned 
Boehm.  
But the outlaws get their just desserts, 
laying 
"dead"  on the ground where they 
fell, vanquished
 by the glorious lawmen. 
The group gets up to 
take their bows as 
members of Shadows of the Past,  an orga-
ni7ation
 dedicated to "re-enactments of 
notorious
 
California  outlaws 
and gloried 
lawmen." 
Riders were able to get off the train at 
this point to enjoy the
 picnic grounds. "I 
forgot to tell them why this is called Bear 
Mountain.  Well, they'll find out soon 
enough." Boehm said. 
Back in camp, passengers
 disem-
barked to 
wander  around the replica 
log-



















shade at the train 
depot or 
shop
 at the 











hot  dogs, not whiskey) and the Chuck 
Wagon 
HBO,
 a restaurant which is open 
from 
May  through October. 
The 
camp
 is surrounded by large areas 
of turf where 
people  can picnic or play tag 
or Frisbee. A 
duck pond is nestled 
beside 
the covered 
bridge,  which people must 
walk across to get 
from
 the gravel parking 
area to the camp. 
Roaring Camp
 and Big Trees 
Narrow  
Gauge 
Railroad  has three 
scheduled  trips 
on 
Saturdays.  Sundays
 and holidays 
through
 June 12. 'rhc 
train  departs at noon. 
1:30 and 3 p.m. 
on




Fridays.  Passengers 
must
 buy tickets half an hour
 before their 
trip, 




cost  $15 for 
adults. $7.50 
for  
children  and free for












































'traveling  a little bit back in time at 
Roaring Camp is a pleasant alternative to 
the beach
 this summer. Pack a lunch. put 



















By Hans Ingehretsen 
Welcome to Elvis ('ostello's 
wheel of fortune  and celebrity lounge. 
Pull up a barstool. pour yourself some 
Gatorade, and 
check  out the funny -
looking man at the 
keyboards.  







Go-Go cage and wiggle around 
MUSiC  
like 
the dancers used to on the old 
"Hulabaloo"  show while the funny 
man in the Ruddy Holly glasses sings 
rock 'n roll songs
 to your about
 4. - 
(X10 of them. No, not 4.15)0 songs 
4,000 people. You 
know the ones 
who came to see the maestro of mod-
ern rock, Elvis Costello. 
Costello's
 sold -out April lb 
show at the San Jose 
Civic  Audito-
rium was a 
showcase
 for his distinct. 
wry 
personality.  The audience sat
 qui-
etly as he stood alone onstage with an 
acoustic guitar and 
cranked
 out a se-
ries of songs, straining 
with potent 
emotion as he cut his soul and bled it 
out into the air for all to feel. 
This guy sings 
with  a hard pas-
sion, 
like
 he saw more than he was
 
supposed to and 
had  to let it out some-
where. 
Lucky for us 
he
 came here 
to 
do it, because along with his sardonic
 
wit and mocking 
smile  come some of 
the most poignant, 
dramatic  songs 




 Just a 
doggone  
minute,  
though. What's this about
 a celebrity 
lounge and a Go -Go 
cage?  Thing is, 
Costello wanted to 
have  a few of his 
fans 
up on stage 
with  
him,









became part of a 
rock'n'roll game 
show  half-TV 
hokum,  half vaude-
ville. 
A huge wheel
 hung from the 
cur-
tain behind 
Costello,  covered with the 
names of many of his 
songs.  Audi-
ence 









impeccably  in a set 
of 
tails)  to 
come  onstage and spin the 
wheel, then to stay
 onstage with Cos-
tello as he sang the 
songs they picked. 
On one side
 of the stage was 
set 
up a piano
 bar. the celebrity 
lounge.  
and on the other 
side  was the go-go 
cage. The
 contestants could
 sit next to 
Costello  as he sang  a 
slow
 melody, or 
undulate
 wildly in 
the  cage as he 
played a 
rocker of a song. 
Strutting about the stage in a top. 
hat,
 Costello was a perfect game show 
host, calling himself "Napoleon Dy-
namite."  bantering with the audience 





 was spun to land 
on a song
 he had just played, he 
slyly 
kept
 it spinning to land 
on a new song. 
saying. "If you can't
 cheat in San 
Jose.




 the song it had 
finally  
landed on, "Every 
Day 1 Write the 
He 
sang many songs
 picked from 
off the wheel, 








and Bob Dylan's "I 
Threw It All 
Away.'' 
Without his band. the 
Attrac-
tions, to back him. 
Costello
 could not 
rel) on the
 power of the 
music  to 
move people. 
Instead he moved them 
with the intensity
 of his 
voice.
 




 spitting out 
hard sounds
 like he is 
driving
 nails. 
He has a peculiar
 phrasing that makes 




 Like a 
squeeze
-doll  being 
tortured,
 the words 
are 
pulled  out 
of him. 
It might as well have been a 
small  club instead of an auditorium. 
People 
listened  to the music silently. 
giving him all their
 attention. No 
horsing 
around and talking loud like at 
other rock shows. 
Not even any danc-
ing. These
 people were here 
to listen. 
and that's what
 they did. 
The first half of the show
 was a 
slide show 
of a hilarious 
vacation  
Costello had been on.
 It felt like Cos-
tello had 
the  whole crowd in his 
living 
room as he clicked 
from  slide to slide, 
telling  the 
story
 of his vacation much 
as your Uncle
 I rry does when he 
bores you with the 
dumb  details of his 
trip as you sit in his old couch with the 
broken spring that pokes 








By Lisa Bohadilla 
Judging from its latest album, it 




 1.P. "love," the band 
established




tric," continues the '70s tradition, but 




tallic way, rather than a 
hippie
 sound. 
The band has left its headbands 
Tracks 
and  hippie
 styles behind, and has now 
opted for an electric, 
metal  sound and 










Cult have even 
reproduced  
"Born To Be Wild" on this I I -song 





metal,  lead 
singer Ian 






 as if 
he were a 
crazed hippie, 
as
 on the last 
album,
 but the 






Billy  Duffy's 
style  
is now 
screeching  and 
metallic,  and 
the 
resulting  sound 



























one is looking 
for a headache. 
Although The 
Cult is touted 
as a 




"Electric"  will 
cross
















titled  according 
to 
the  love -child era, 
too. There are 
"Peace
 Dog," 




























 guitar is 
reminiscent  
of The Rolling
 Stones' "Start Me 
Up," but 
wilder  and more 
wrenching.  
The 
Cult  is scheduled 
to open for 
Billy
 Idol next month 
at the Cow Pal-
ace. If they 
perform from both 
love" 
and "Electric" 
with  the in-
tensity  and electricity









and  possibly 
outshine  him 






























 it will 
most 
likely 











album titled Walk On and for 
those interested 
in the modern 
new wave -rock
 sound,  you will 
love it. 




 of four 
members. 
Mark  Lewis. lead 
vo-
cals.




Don  Runk. 
keyboards,  






















their  first initial 
impact on 
the tither side
 of the Atlantic. 
Ten Ten is the 
perfect  name 
for 
this rock group. The album 
consists of 10 songs that would 
each rate a 10 to the modern rock 
enthusiast.  
Among the best of its ten 
tracks is 
the opening 
"When  It 





The Ten Ten sound incorpo 
rates  Lewis's electric 
and acoustit 











 band has 
achieved acclaim








Red, as well 
as 
headlining 
their  sold -out 
shows  
in I ondon. 
After its 
recent 
return  from 
England.









 concert -goers 
at
 a recent solo 
appearance  at 
the  sold out San 
Jose  Civic 
Auditorium
 on April 16. 
butt.  
"Some people have light shows 
and explosions. I have
 home photos," 
he told the crowd, then proceeded to 
tell tall 
talcs to accompany the slides. 
Besides singing his own 
songs, 
Costello 
played  the Beatles' "You've 
Got to Hide Your Love 
away." Van 
Morrison's "Jackie Wilson Said" and 
two Grateful 
Dead songs. "Ship of 
Fools" and "It Must Have Been the 
Roses." 
All the while a small portable  
TV 
sat on a 
table  next to him, showing 
programs in black and white while he 
sang. 





























his  pained face, 
he
 sang into 
the night. 
Well  I finally 
found  someone
 to 
turn me upside 
down,  
And  nail my feet 
up where my 
head should be. 
If they had a King
 of Fools then I 
could wear
 that crown. 
And you can all die 
laughing,  
Cos I'll wear it proudly. 
"REX  AND HERB ARE SUCH A WONDERFUL 
SPOOF THAT THEY'RE WORTH THE PRICE 
OF ADMISSION." PETER STACK. SF CHRONICLE 
WI LLVI








 alter 6 p rn 
and all 
dav  on 
weekends  in 
entrance  next door to 
Garners 3 
Thursday,  April 23, 1987 
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Matthew
 Broderick and Ilelen Hunt star in "Project 
X," a movie 
from the











By Judith Faught 
Michael J. Fox is successful in 
his lastest 
comedy
 venture. "The Se-
cret of My 
Success." 
Fox plays a recent
 college grad-
uate named
 Brantley Foster. Foster 
decides 
he




 Kansas if he 
ever  hopes 
to 
become
 a wealthy and
 succecssful 
businessman.
 He sets his 
sights











 just in case 
things
 









 just in case 
he needs a little 
bit 
of 
help),  he sets off to start
















decides to pay his 
uncle  a visit. 
His uncle,
 played by 
Richard 
Jordan, just 





utive of the 






fuses  to give 













a job  in the
 company's 
mailroom. 
Although unhappy with his new 
position.
 
Foster  tells himself that ev-
eryone
 




 He is 
taught
 the most impon.:nt rule of the 
mailroom 
is that the clerks do not frat-













 he decides to 
claim 
as
 his own. So begins
 his dou-
ble life as a mailroom 








 falling for a beau-
tiful female






wife,  has the 











 Fox. who is an 
absolute de-
light.  His 
natural




 is perfect for
 the 
role and 











movie  but a
 pretty face 
and a 









 in the 
role  did 
not add 






















































































































 name is 
"Project 
X '' This 
would have
 been a 
Cinema
 











 the jungles Of Africa and 
taken to the United States. He 
learns  
sign 
language  at the University of 
Wisconsin's  psychology
 department. 
and  then he is sent to an Air Force 
base. 
At the 
base.  the  monkey, now 
named
 Virgil, along 












 gets exposed to . . 
well,  
let's just 




released  nationwide by 
Twentieth
 Century Fox, is more like a 
"Remake of War Games." But 
since 
they couldn't get 
Ally Sheedy to play 
opposite 
Matthew  Broderick again,
 
they had to get a chimpanzee. To be 
honest, the chimp
 in "Project X was 
more entertaining 
than
 Sheedy could 
ever have been in War Games." 
The rest of the plot is completely 
unrealistic,  and to 
pull
 it off convin-
cingly. 


















 who did 






has  the same 
rebel -like feel 
to 
it. It 












think  at 
stake
 is the 
ethics  of 
mankind  





















watch  and 
Willie. the 
chimp that 






enough  to 
mention















music  composer. James
 
Horner. has many film 
credits
 to his 
name. including
 "Star Trek II," 
"Star Trek 
III." "Cocoon" and 
"Aliens."
 The music is compelling. 
The suspensful scenes 
came across 
better with the music. 
Broderick




















































 from his "good boy"






 smoke a 
cigarette  
in 
character  is like 
watching Richic
 
Cunningham  drop 
acid.  
It seems the 
producers thought it 
was time to shed 
Brixlericks "Mom-
ma's  boy'' image






Broderick  possesses, 
the  ones he pro-















scats  are 








 carry the 
whole 
thing. 
but  they have 




















Diane  M. Bejurano
 
The performance








 a time of 
fantasy  and 
enchantment.  
Accompanied






triumphed  in its 
effort
 to make 
Dance
 
magic at the San Jose Center for 
the Performing Arts on April
 9. 
The
 well-known fairy 
talc 




 Dennis Nahat. 
First, some characters 
were 
given real human traits like being 
drunk or conceited.
 Secondly, the 
dancers were allowed more mod-
ern dance steps while still making 




The talc begins with the evil 
Baron 






and turning them into 
cygnets. or young swans. 
He has already 
transformed 
princess Odilc (Cynthia Graham) 
into queen of the swans and hexed 
her with the fate to marry no other 
man. 
Graham played a dual role as 
°dile in white and the evil twin 
Odette in black. 
Fantasy exuded from the 
elaborate and finely detailed cos-
tumes of scarlet, 
gold.  royal purple 
and blue designed by David Gu-
theric. coupled with the special ef-
fects produced by Russell Wulff. 
Thc smiles from the maidens vying
 
for Prince Siegfried's (Oliver
 
Munoz) 
hand in marriage 
added  to 
the magic on stage. 
But Prince Siegfried was 
dis-
tracted and smitten




 difficult and 
fast -paced 
party celebration dances, per-
formed 





Italy  and 
Russia. 
were  pulled off effortlessly 
and seemingly 
without any fierce 
concentration. 
Their exuberance  ended
 ni-
cely to the joyous celebration of 
the prince's birthday and was an 




 was perfect 
in 
the kingdom. The backdrop of 
the kingdom needed more
 artistic 
expression, and the flags
 and scen-
ery were too stiff. 
When 
°dile  and the prince 
express their love for each
 other 
and danced the "Pas 
de Deux," 




The first act was also slow 
moving. 
Technically. the moving 
drawbridge
 and the castle were ex-
ceptional  for providing depth 
to 
the flat sound stage. The gloomy 
man-made smoke on Swan !Ake 
transformed




Graham's arms were the 
wings of a 
tragically trapped 
frightened  swan_ She resisted the 
villain and fluttered
 away en 
pointc, her spangled costume 
shimmering
 in the light. 
Even when at 








audience gasping and 
applauding 





As Odette the seductress, she 
danced so heartily and passiona 
tcly that it was hard to believe 
the  
prince was fooled by her likeness
 
Munoz portrayed the prince 
with strength and gentle desire fin 
his swan queen. His 
leaps  were 
suspended and his lifts graceful. 
The 
court jester (Jeffrey 
Hughes)
 had the 
dificult task 
of 
providing a boozed 
comic relief 
while 




Gillenwater,  the villian,
 was 
flamboyant  and stole 




 and ma 
 
genta cape and 
long red hair 
livery move 
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Hy Hans Ingebretsen 
The San Jose Cafe, on First 
Street
 near Taylor. presents an atmo-
sphere of casual
 elegance and 
a view 
that gives diners a feeling
 of floating 
above the hubbub of the city below. 
'the restaurant sit,,  on top of a 
building 
full of banks and offices. 
seven stones above the hustle of the 
Dining 
street. The slogan printed on its menu 
is "a 
cafe above the rest." 
Truth is, the slogan hits close to 
home. The 
food is fresh and well -pre-
pared. Dinners range in price from 
$1
 










$7.95. and a selection of sandwiches 
is 
offered for $5.95 to $8.50.
 
Patrons  
pay  for the view. but they also pay for 
truly delicious meals. 
Dinners are 
served with a vegeta-
ble  and either potato or rice. The steak 




While them is no chicken on the 
regular menu, those with a taste for 
fowl can order
 grilled quail or pous-
sin, 
which comes stuffed with 
sausage  
and mushrooms. Dinner specials 
sometimes include a chicken breast 
dish 
covered  with  prawns and a mush-
room 
sauce. This dish 
is defenitely a 
tantalizing  treat to 
the
 tastehuds. 




is fresh. The management seems to 
have taken pains to ensure that the fish 
served is "just
 off the boat. 
The 
blackened fish ranks among the best 
in the Ray Area. with a spicy bite that 
should please those who love Cajun 
cooking.
 
For a real glutton's delight, order 
the "Cafe Burger," a half-pounder 




bacon -smoked mozzarella, and sau-
teed 
onions. it is the most 
indulgent 




rive types ot 
pasta  are served 








The  menu gives
 a 
choice of Cajun -spiced fettuccine, 
fresh tomato lettuce 
iii
 linguini and 
smoked petit poulet, 
linguini  and baby 




to the fare served
 
at the San Jose Cafe is 
pizza. '16e 
owner. Joe Afittl77i, says it is partic-
ularly popular with the late afternoon
 






This is not your average pizza. 
Choices  even include a braised duck 
pizza. Al the end of the list of avail-
able pizza ingredients, the menu 
states. "If you can think of anything 
we might base missed, please let us 
know. If we have it. and you want it, 
we will put it on." 
Coffee drinks arc 
a specialty 
here. Try the Espresso Samhuca or the 
Cappuccino Italian, with Frangelico 
and steamed milk, or maybe Dutch 
Cappuccino with Vandemiint. 
steamed milk and chocolate shavings. 
Especially delicious
 is the 
Cappuccino
 
Almond with Amaretto. steamed milk 





Jose  ('ate 
is 
largel Nodules. 
people  and 
protes
 
sionals, and many of the members 01 




close to City Hall. To draw more of 
the  college crowd. however, Antuzzi 
said he is planning to offer drink spe-
cials at the bar. 
The 
decor is 
one  of understated  
elegance. Shining brass rails
 sot iitt 
part of the dining area, and the ,olor 
scheme 
of




and camel tan combines
 is
 ith the 




ronment ---- discriminating without 
being snobbish. 
Photographs of 
old San Jose line 
the walls, airbrushed to add color to 
scenes of 
the the city in its younger 
days. Pictures of the old Lyric The-
ater, Lawrence's Outside Inn . the 
world's longest bar, a bike shop, a gas 
station, and other mementos of San 
Edward Ledesma 
 Daily staff photographer
 





Cafe,  where he is also 
a waiter. 
Iiiso's
 past bring 








accented  by a 
large gray minor that 
reflects  the view 
of the city
 below. At night the sight of 
lights blinking in the valley 
below  is 






the Pruncyard Tower, this 




with such a view.
 
The San




large  groups, 
and provides 
both tables and
 booths for 
seating.  
Service  is prompt
 and friendly,
























make  it 
































 quiet lounge 




















































 blocks So 
of 1011 
PROFESSIONAL  COMEDY 
Every Sat. Nite 8-10pm 
No cover charge for 
Diners,  come 
early and eat 































































Thurs Our Popular 
Free  Bingo 






 12- 1 AM 
 11 
